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Prophesy!

Prophesy! is a training course to help you to walk in the supernatural 
gift of prophecy. The gift of prophecy is given by the Holy Spirit. When 
you became a Christian you received the Holy Spirit so that means 
every Christian can prophesy when the Holy Spirit leads that way.  

When you get a prophecy for others and see how their life is blessed 
it is a very satisfying (and humbling) feeling. There are many ways to 
minister. We can serve one another. We can share the Word of God 
with others. But it is also rewarding to minister to others with words 
received directly from God!! This keeps our ministry fresh and 
relevant.

Therefore, my brothers, be eager to prophesy…1 Corinthians 14:39a

Prophesying is to be a normal part of a Christian life. This book will be 
a start in helping you learn what it means to prophesy. Prophesying is 
learning how to listen and voice what God is saying through you to 
others. 

It is the goal of this book to raise up a whole generation of radical 
Christians who love God passionately and then take that passion to 
others. Prophecy is one avenue to do that.

I want to say one thing to you - Prophesy! 
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1  
Levels of Revelation

God speaks more than English
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Introduction

As we learned from the last chapter we need the words of the Holy 
Spirit in order to get the life of God. His words are His life! He created 
the universe with His words.

Revelation Comes From the Holy Spirit

We are totally dependent on the Holy Spirit for supernatural insight. 
The Bible calls this revelation. 

I keep asking that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the glorious 
Father, may give you the Spirit of wisdom and revelation, so that 

you may know him better. Ephesians 1:17

There are different ways of getting revelation or words from the Holy 
Spirit. Within each of these ways God will speak slightly different to 
each one of us. It is a process of growth to learn to hear God with 
confidence. It takes practice, confirmation from others, and time. Don’t 
get frustrated. It is important to learn the voice of God and realize that 
you will. Always be willing to take correction and guidance from more 
mature believers.

Ways of Hearing

We have listed 9 ways of hearing God. They are listed in the order of 
more subjective to more objective. Any of these ways can be used by 
the Holy Spirit to give us a word for someone that we can then 
prophesy to them. 

1. Impression and Intuition

An impression can best be described by the phrase, “I feel…”. A 
practical example is when somebody comes to your mind that you feel 
led to pray for or call, etc. This is entry level way of hearing the Holy 
Spirit but it does not imply that it is insignificant. Many times with an 
impression we know something is happening or has happened but we 
don’t know what it is. We don’t need to ignore these impressions, but 
we need to learn to ask the right questions of others or the Holy Spirit 
to get all of the answers.
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45“Who touched me?” Jesus asked. When they all denied it, Peter 
said, “Master, the people are crowding and pressing against you.” 

46But Jesus said, “Someone touched me; I know that power has gone 
out from me.” Luke 8:45-46

Intuition is very similar. You feel that so and so is happening. Again, 
when you get an impression ask follow up questions from God or the 
person you are ministering too.

Discernment is a gift, but in practice it feels like intuition. Over time, 
you will learn which mode you are operating in.

2. God’s Voice in Our Spirit 

God very rarely speaks to us loudly. He usually speaks very softly. 
We have to learn to quiet ourselves and pay attention to that small 
voice or it will be crowded out with other noises. God does this so that 
we learn to walk with Him intimately as a close friend. Friends don’t 
have to yell at each other. They can communicate with just a look and 
body language. Train your “spirit ear” to always be ready for a quiet 
word from the Lord.

12After the earthquake came a fire, but the LORD was not in the 
fire. And after the fire came a gentle whisper. 13When Elijah heard it, 

he pulled his cloak over his face and went out and stood at the mouth 
of the cave. Then a voice said to him, “What are you doing here, 

Elijah?” 1 Kings 19:12-13

Many people don’t think God speaks to them. This is not true. If you 
are a child of God He is is speaking to you (Romans 8:14).  Actually 
He is speaking to you a lot. The problem is not whether He is 
speaking to you but in us recognizing His voice. 

Most people never realize God is speaking to them because their 
mind is so cluttered that the soft voice of the Lord is never recognized. 
Everyone is getting many impressions and words spoken to them by 
God. 

The only way you can unclutter your mind is to unclutter a portion of 
your schedule. It is crucial that every believer take some time every 
day and clear off your schedule, to do list, activities, etc. and get into 
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the presence of God. If you will do this on a regular basis you will 
become still long enough to recognize that God is speaking to you. 

After you learn what His voice sounds like and His impressions feel 
like you will be able to learn how to take this “uncluttered” state into 
the rest of your day. But you have to learn His voice first so that you 
can recognize above all the other “voices” that speak to you during 
the day.

3. Internal Vision

When we say vision we literally mean a picture or a series of pictures 
that would look like a short video. An internal vision is where you see 
the picture(s) in your mind. It’s just like when you remember an event 
in the past and you can see it clearly as if you were there. The picture 
is in your mind but does not affect your sight or hearing of the outside 
world.  

 “‘In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. 
Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young men will see 

visions, your old men will dream dreams. Acts 2:17

10In Damascus there was a disciple named Ananias. The Lord called 
to him in a vision, “Ananias!” “Yes, Lord,” he answered. 11The Lord 
told him, “Go to the house of Judas on Straight Street and ask for a 
man from Tarsus named Saul, for he is praying. 12In a vision he has 

seen a man named Ananias come and place his hands on him to 
restore his sight.” Acts 9:10-12

4. External Vision

An external vision is the same as an internal vision but you see the 
picture(s) out in front of you just like you watch a movie or look at a 
photo. You are still aware of what is going on around you. It is just like 
if you are looking at a photo or a movie you realize who else is in the 
room and what they are doing. 

5. Dream

A dream is just like a vision except that you get it while you are 
asleep. Many dreams and visions are literal, but just as often they are 
symbolic. Symbolic dreams and visions need to be interpreted by 
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someone who has experience and the anointing to do so. 

But after he had considered this, an angel of the Lord appeared to him 
in a dream and said, “Joseph son of David, do not be afraid to take 

Mary home as your wife, because what is conceived in her is from the 
Holy Spirit. Matthew 1:20

6. Trance

A vision where you are so caught up in the Spirit you are not aware of 
what is going on around you and don’t know where you are at. It is 
like you are in the photo or movie and do not know what is going on 
around you. Many times when you come out of the trance you do not 
realize how much time has passed or even where you are.

Apostle Peter’s experience: 4Peter began and explained everything to 
them precisely as it had happened: 5“I was in the city of Joppa 
praying, and in a trance I saw a vision…. Acts 11:4-5a

Apostle John’s experience: The horses and riders I saw in my vision 
looked like this...Revelation 9:17a

Apostle Paul’s experience: 1I must go on boasting. Although there is 
nothing to be gained, I will go on to visions and revelations from the 
Lord. 2I know a man in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up 
to the third heaven. Whether it was in the body or out of the body I do 
not know—God knows. 3And I know that this man—whether in the 
body or apart from the body I do not know, but God knows—4was 
caught up to paradise. He heard inexpressible things, things that man 
is not permitted to tell. 2 Corinthians 12:1-4

7. Angelic Visitation 

In the Bible when angels showed up it meant they were bringing a 
very important message for a crucial time. If you get an angelic 
visitation it is extremely important to consider their words carefully. 

For God to dispatch an angel to you means He does not want you to 
misunderstand or treat the message casually and He wants your 
undivided attention. Give it. Usually in Scripture when an angel visits 
time is of the essence. Quickly do whatever the angel of the Lord 
says.
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6The night before Herod was to bring him to trial, Peter was 
sleeping between two soldiers, bound with two chains, and sentries 

stood guard at the entrance. 7Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared 
and a light shone in the cell. He struck Peter on the side and woke 

him up. “Quick, get up!” he said, and the chains fell off Peter’s wrists. 
Acts 12:6-7

11Then an angel of the Lord appeared to him, standing at the right 
side of the altar of incense. 12When Zechariah saw him, he was 

startled and was gripped with fear. 13But the angel said to him: “Do not 
be afraid, Zechariah; your prayer has been heard. Your wife Elizabeth 

will bear you a son, and you are to give him the name John. Luke 
1:11-13

8. Audible Voice of God or Direct Visitation by Jesus

This is an extremely rare occurrence but not unheard of. The Apostle 
Paul heard the audible voice of the Lord while journeying to 
Damascus.

3As he neared Damascus on his journey, suddenly a light from 
heaven flashed around him. 4He fell to the ground and heard a voice 

say to him, “Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?” Acts 9:3-4

Everything said about an angelic visitation and the urgency of what is 
communicated, is even more true about the audible voice of God. 
Where this type of communication is recorded in the Scriptures it 
always relays a very important and crucial message. Whenever 
anyone heard the voice of God it radically changed and empowered 
the person to a different lifestyle. 

9. Word of God

16All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, 
rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, 17so that the man 

of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work. 
2 Timothy 3:16-17

Timothy sums up the importance of this revelation – it is God 
Breathed! The Bible IS the Word of God and is to be treated just as if 
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He spoke it directly to us. When we read the revelation of the Bible 
and apply it to our lives diligently we will be thoroughly equipped. We 
will be mature. 

Impressions, still small voice, and the Word are the most common 
forms of revelation. They may not be as dramatic as a dream or vision 
but they are still valid and important for hearing the Holy Spirit. 

Symbols

God speaks in more than just the English language. It seems like an 
obvious statement but it needs to be said. English is our native 
language not God’s. All through the Bible He uses the languages of 
pictures in addition to directly speaking to people. These pictures 
come in the form of dreams and visions. It is true that one picture is 
worth a thousand words. That is why God often uses pictures.

But we have to learn God’s communication guidelines. Many times 
the objects in our dreams and visions are symbols for something else. 
They are representative of something besides the very object we see. 
This is true even in our western culture. For instance, if you see a 
picture of a crown what does this mean to you? Is this just a picture of 
a metal object you wear on your head? No, it represents authority - 
the power of a king or queen to rule over us. 

It’s the same way when God communicates through symbols in 
dreams, visions, and parables. Many times you will see people you 
know in your dreams and visions. But realize that the dream may not 
be about them but the position, title, or office they represent. 

A good place to get the meaning of symbols is by seeing what they 
stand for in the Bible. Of course, not everything we see is in the Bible. 
For example, cars, technology, etc. are not in the Bible. Interpreting 
dreams and visions is a skill that is best developed walking with 
someone that has experience. 

Appendix E contains a basic list of some of these symbol meanings 
as found in the Bible. Please note that the meaning could be 
something different. This is a starting point as you work through your 
dream or vision with the Holy Spirit and an experienced person.

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 1 or another Lab from Appendix G
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2  
The Gift of Prophecy
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There are three types of gifts given by the Trinity in the New Testament. 
Each person of the Trinity gives one of the types of gifts and they each 
have their own purpose. 

1. Father’s Gifts (Motivational Gifts) - Romans 12:6-8 - Given by Father 
God to bring Ministry to Others

2. Holy Spirit’s Gifts (Supernatural Gifts) - 1 Corinthians 12:7-8 - Given 
by Holy Spirit to bring Power

3. Jesus’ Gifts (Governmental Gifts or 5 Fold Offices) - Ephesians 4:11-
12 - Given by Jesus to bring the Church to Maturity

The alternate names in parenthesis are not biblical names but are given 
to help communicate the purpose of the gifts. The gift of prophecy is one 
of the supernatural gifts given by the Holy Spirit.

Luke 4:18-19 “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has 
anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent me to 

proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, 
to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”

The purpose of the gifts is to encourage, free, and mature people. One 
of the primary ways that He does this is giving gifts to people through 
us. It is exciting and a honor to be used by God in this manner. 

We talk about the gift of prophecy in this and the following chapters, but 
it often flows together with the gift of knowledge and wisdom. See 
Appendix C for a detailed description of each of these gifts. 

If you are not familiar with the 3 categories of gifts please see 
Appendixes B, C, and D for a detailed description.

Introduction

1. The gift of prophecy is one of the 9 spiritual gifts of the Holy 
Spirit. 

Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit. and there are 
varieties of ministries, and the same Lord. There are varieties of 

effects, but the same God who works all things in all persons. But to 
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each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. 
For to one is given the word of wisdom through the Spirit, and to 
another the word of knowledge according to the same Spirit; to 

another faith by the same Spirit, and to another gifts of healing by the 
one Spirit, and to another the effecting of miracles, and to another 
prophecy, and to another the distinguishing of spirits, to another 

various kinds of tongues, and to another the interpretation of tongues. 
But one and the same Spirit works all these things, distributing to 

each one individually just as He wills. 1 Corinthians 12:4-11

2. The gifts of the Holy Spirit are to be earnestly desired. 

Pursue love, yet desire earnestly spiritual gifts, but especially that you 
may prophesy. For one who speaks in a tongue does not speak to 
men but to God; for no one understands, but in his spirit he speaks 

mysteries. But one who prophesies speaks to men for edification and 
exhortation and consolation. 

1 Corinthians 14:1-3

God is wanting this gift to go forth in the earth. He is wanting to reveal 
His love and concern for us. He is always looking for ways to 
encourage His people One way to do this is through the gifts. He is 
encouraging us strongly to ask for it! Ask for it to reveal God’s heart in 
the earth.

3. Prophecy is a gift 

We do grow in our ability to flow with the Holy Spirit in the 9 gifts. But 
they are given as He sees fit. It is not based on performance or 
maturity. It is based on us walking with Him and blessing others as He 
desires. But He desires for people to be blessed, that is why the Holy 
Spirit asks us to desire it.

4. The gift of prophecy is for Encouragement - edification, 
exhortation, and consolation

Edification means, "to build up" 
Exhortation means, "to call near” 
Consolation means, "to cheer up" 

The gift of prophecy is to show God’s heart to people! He loves 
people. That is why it is a gift of encouragement. It is not to direct or 
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correct. As a result we never speak negatively into people’s lives. 

You may see negative things as you pray for people. When this 
happens ask the Holy Spirit what is the positive attribute that would 
counter the negative. Then pray over the person for this positive 
characteristic to grow and manifest. 

This approach helps the person to overcome the negative in their life. 
It keeps condemnation and shame away. 

For example, if we are ministering to someone and discern that they 
are struggling with lust or sexual issues, ask the Lord for a key that 
will help them overcome it. You may get a word like, “increased purity 
is coming your way so that you can minister to God in higher power”.

5. Anyone who is saved can minister in the gifts of the Spirit. 

You can all prophesy one by one, so that all may learn and all may be 
exhorted. 1 Corinthians 14:31

It shall be in the last days God says that “I will pour forth of My Spirit 
on all mankind; and sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and 
your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream 

dreams.” Acts 2:17

The Holy Spirit is wonderful in including all believers. He loves 
working through everyone who desires it.

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 2 or another Lab from Appendix G
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3  
Principles of Flowing 

in the Prophetic
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Introduction

The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you 
cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with 

everyone born of the Spirit. John 3:8

Listed below are general principles to help you grow in the prophetic 
as a lifestyle.

1. Be obedient to the little things God asks you to do. This will 
cause you to be trusted with the bigger things involving people’s 
lives.

He will test to see if you will obey Him in little insignificant things. If 
you won’t, how can He trust you with bigger things? 

“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, 
and whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with 

much Luke 16:10

2. Prophetic unfolds and expands as you follow the current 
leading you have.

You may just have a simple word for some one. Always follow and do 
that word. As you do it, additional revelation will often come. This is a 
common way that the Holy Spirit moves.

3. The prophetic always requires faith.

No matter how accomplished or mature your gift, God always requires 
something of you that requires faith. He will have it no other way.

And without faith it is impossible to please God. Hebrews 11:6a

4. The Holy Spirit gives you what you need to know to deliver the 
message not everything about what is going to happen.

We have to become comfortable knowing in part.

For we know in part and we prophesy in part. 1 Corinthians 13:9

5. The Holy Spirit will usually bring about the word differently 
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than you expect.

God is not in a box and will never be. He can carry out His word 
anyway He wants and He does.

6. When we minister prophetically it is critical that the person 
knows our heart of love towards them.

We must never embarrass or reveal intimate details about a person. 
We must show by our actions that we desire for them to become 
whole and healed and they are not just an outlet for us to minister.

If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am 
only a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal. 1 Corinthians 13:1

7. You have to be moved inwardly towards the person before you 
are moved outwardly.

In the New Testament you will see how Jesus was moved with 
compassion before He healed. As you release love and compassion 
to others you will change your city.

Filled with compassion, Jesus reached out his hand and touched the 
man. Mark 1:41a 

3 Parts of a Prophecy

Each prophecy has 3 parts:

1. Revelation or Word

This is where we ask, “What did you see or hear”?

This is the exact actual word or picture that you receive from God. 
The word by itself may mean nothing to you or even the person 
receiving the word. We are only responsible to say what we have 
seen or heard. No more.

2. Interpretation

This is where we ask, “What is God actually saying”?
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This is the understanding of what the word means. It could be 
realizing that the word is symbolic and applying those symbols to the 
circumstances or people around us. When we give a word of 
prophecy, knowledge, or wisdom we are not responsible to give the 
interpretation. If we want to give an interpretation make sure you 
explain to the person that you are giving your interpretation and it 
needs to be judged.

3. Application

This is where we ask, “What do we do with this word”? 

This may take some time to understand what God wants. This is 
usually the responsibility of the one receiving the word and not the 
one giving the word. Again, we are not responsible to give the 
application.

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 3 or another Lab from Appendix G
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4  
Getting and Giving 

a Prophecy

Prophecy is Speaking 
Divine Encouragement
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Introduction

Prophecy is “hearing” from God and speaking what you hear to build, 
comfort, or encourage someone. However, prophecy is not speaking 
human encouragement; it is speaking divine encouragement. 

Prophesy shows God’s heart. If He desires for everyone to prophesy, 
then He desires for everyone to be a channel of building, comforting, 
and encouragement to others. Many people view God just waiting to 
discipline or correct us. That is so opposite of who He is. 

He wants everyone to be built up, comforted, and encouraged. That is 
why He says everyone can prophesy. He wants His Spirit working 
through our spirit to everyone! Prophecy shows God’s heart of an 
encourager. He wants you to succeed! 

How To Get A Prophecy for Others

Many people want to prophesy but have never been taught how. 
Listed below are 4 steps to help teach you how to get a prophecy for 
someone. There was some hesitation in listing out 4 steps. Many 
people are intimidated by steps and it also makes the whole process 
seem very mechanical. However, this is probably the best method to 
show you that there is nothing mystical about the gift of prophecy – 
only supernatural.

1. Be open to prophecy. 

It is amazing how many Christians do not believe that the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit are for them. Believe that they are for you and not the 
super Christian. They are for all Christians and God is no respecter of 
persons. 

If you don’t believe they are for you then guess what? You won’t 
prophesy. God does not force anything on you.

2. The second thing to do is to relax. 

We need to realize it is not about you but the Holy Spirit desiring to 
use you to bless others. If we get all tense trying to generate a 
prophecy nothing will happen. Many times people try so hard to get a 
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prophecy that they are consumed with that act and can never hear 
God. The very act of trying becomes all consuming.

3. Ask the Holy Spirit for prophetic words for specific people. 

Remember words are for people. It is not generally successful to walk 
into a group of people and ask for a word for anybody. Please note 
that many times God will do this when you are not asking for a word 
but this is a different situation.

If you feel that you are to get a word for someone, or desire to do so, 
then relax and look at the other person and start praying for them. Ask 
the Lord for something to bless them with. Ask God what is on His 
heart for that person. Ask Him what He would say to the person if He 
was here in the flesh right now. 

When we make giving the word about blessing that person from God 
we are in tune with His heart and He will respond.

Many times when you meet someone God will cause you to notice the 
person in an unusual way. You may have an unusual concern for 
them. You may feel a compassion for them. If you feel this when you 
meet someone then immediately start praying to yourself and ask God 
why you feel this way. There could be many reasons for this feeling. 

God may be asking you to intercede for them. He may want you to 
befriend them. But He may also want you to give them a word. Many 
times God uses compassion as an attention getter for people He 
wants us to minister to. Be open to what is going on inside of you 
when you get around people. Remember from chapter 2 that God 
leads through impressions when we learn to recognize them. 

4. Walk with the Holy Spirit continually. 

The gift of prophecy flows out of this walk. If you have a healthy 
vibrant walk with the Holy Spirit and have learned to hear His voice in 
other parts of your life, then flowing in the gift of prophecy is not hard. 

Live in a place of worship and closeness to the Holy Spirit. This is the 
key to all of life, especially being used in His gifts.
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One of the best keys to flowing in the gifts of the Holy Spirit is to 
speak in tongues often. Speaking in tongues edifies you, but it also 
gives you revelation for other people and events in life.

How To Give A Prophecy

1. Give it like the Holy Spirit would give it – with LOVE!

If I had the gift of prophecy, and if I knew all the mysteries of the 
future and knew everything about everything, but didn’t love others, 

what good would I be?... 1 Corinthians 13:2 (NLT)

The nature of prophetic ministry is to impart hope. It is to be limited to 
words of encouragement, building and comfort (I Corinthians 14:3).  
Please note that prophecy is not for correction or rebuke.

Do not prophesy negatively. Instead prophesy the promise of God. 
For example, if God shows you someone has struggles with 
depression, then prophesy the joy, liberty, and freedom that God 
wants to release to them. The Lord often shows you something 
negative to encourage the person to push on to the promise.

2. Ask permission before giving a word or praying for someone. 

Just because we have a word doesn’t mean we can violate that 
person’s sovereignty and boundaries. Pray about the timing of giving 
the word. It might not be God’s will to give the word immediately. 
Sometimes God has us wait for a different timing in order for Him to 
get the person ready to receive the word. 

3. Definitely ask permission before laying hands on them. 

Do not lay hands on anyone of the opposite sex without another 
person of the opposite sex there. This is a recipe for false accusations 
that the devil can use against you.

4. Don't add your interpretation, explanation, or application either 
before, during, or after the word. 

Just say what the Holy Spirit tells you to say. It may just be a word or 
sentence that means nothing to you but it may mean everything to the 
person receiving it. Or it may mean something to them later. You don’t 
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have to know what it means to mean something to the person. 

Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see 
face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am 

fully known. 1 Corinthians 13:12

5. As a general rule don’t say, “Thus saith the Lord”. 

Say instead, "I think the Lord is saying ...." or "This is what I am hearing 
..., does it mean anything to you?" Don't say, "Thus saith the Lord" 
unless you're sure. It's a dangerous thing to say you speak for God 
when you might be wrong. You can still be a blessing without saying 
"God says...".

6. Be yourself! 

Don’t imitate how others pray, prophecy, preach, etc. Be the 
personality God created you to be. Stay loose. We prophesy most 
effectively from a position of peace, not one of striving.  

Don’t start speaking in King James English unless this is how you talk 
all day long!

When you prophecy use the same voice tone that you use in a normal 
conversation with people. It is interesting to see how some people will 
get louder and more aggressive when they start prophesying. Usually 
this is a learned behavior that they think causes the word to be more 
powerful or have more authority. Often, the longer they talk the louder 
they get. The result is usually a hand clap or applause from the 
audience if it is a corporate word. 

This behavior is not wrong but it makes absolutely no difference to the 
power or authority of the word. It may move your emotions, but it will 
not move anything else if it is not from God. In addition, you may be 
inferring to the people that God has the same type of emotions about 
the word as you do when giving it. That may or may not be true.

Don’t try to be super-spiritual and just be yourself. There is no such 
thing as super-spiritual. Usually what we call super-spiritual is just the 
religion of men. If you find someone that acts bizarre and eccentric 
when prophesying, you can be certain that most of their prophecies 
are also just plain wrong and retrieved from their soul and not the 
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Spirit.

7. Generally, our prophetic gift must grow over time. 

So don’t get discouraged if the initial words or impressions are very 
general. They will become more specific as you grow in the gift. 

It is important to realize, that mature ministry has the ability to take 
complex issues and make them simple enough for a child to 
understand. The language of life from God is being able to 
communicate profound truths simply. Otherwise, we are probably just 
speaking the language of religion that tries to impress others.

You will find that as you mature in your gift your words generally grow 
shorter but with more meat. This is how God talks to us. He does not 
ramble on and have lengthy discussions. He knows what He wants to 
say and He says it.

8. Smile when you prophesy. 

Your body and voice tone can say as much as what your mouth says. 

9. It must agree with the Word of God - Period. 

Doctrine is not determined by prophecy.

10. Does the prophecy glorify Jesus? 

Or does it subtly highlight you, the person, your ministry, or gift? Beware 
of people that you see this happening with.

He will bring me glory by revealing to you whatever he receives 
from me. John 16:14 (NLT)

So I want you to know how to discern what is truly from God: No 
one speaking by the Spirit of God can curse Jesus, and no one is 
able to say, “Jesus is Lord,” except by the Holy Spirit. 1 Corinthians 
12:3 (NLT)

…For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. Rev. 19:10b

11. Be willing for your prophecy to be judged by others.  
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"... and the others should weigh carefully what is said... spirits of 
prophets are subject to the control of prophets..." 1 Corinthians 14:29-

32

12. Do not prophesy with anger or harshness. 

Many people prophesy like God is angry in some way. This is not true. 
The anger you feel is an unresolved problem you have. If you feel 
anger, walk away and be quiet. Angry style prophecies curse people 
and don’t bless them. God is not a God of condemnation (Romans 
8:1). Prophecy is for encouragement or it’s not God.

Moses lost the opportunity to go into the Promised Land because of 
his anger towards the people. 

9So Moses took the staff from the LORD’S presence, just as he 
commanded him. 10He and Aaron gathered the assembly together in 

front of the rock and Moses said to them, “Listen, you rebels, must we 
bring you water out of this rock?” 11Then Moses raised his arm and 

struck the rock twice with his staff. Water gushed out, and the 
community and their livestock drank. 12But the LORD said to Moses 
and Aaron, “Because you did not trust in me enough to honor me as 

holy in the sight of the Israelites, you will not bring this community into 
the land I give them.” Numbers 20:9-12

13. If God shows to you some sin around the person don’t 
assume that they are in it. 

In most cases God is revealing to you what the enemy has planned 
for the person and not what is currently happening. Prophesy is a way 
to warn people of what the enemy is planning. 1 Corinthians 13:7 says 
that love hopes all things and believes all things. In all ministry, we 
should start from the position of hoping and believing that people want 
to do all the right thing. Most Christians are trying and we don’t 
assume that their intentions or behavior is bad.

14. The following are examples of things not to prophesy. 

These are areas that should be left to the 5-fold offices.

 That someone should move to a town or area of the country.
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 That someone should give money to any ministry – especially 
yours.

 Pregnancy or the sex of unborn children.
 That someone should marry a specific person.
 That someone is in an office like apostle or prophet. We may 

say we see building or prophetic gifts, but do not call someone 
an apostle or prophet. Only 5-Fold Office holders can call forth 
offices.

15. Do not prophesy to children without their parents. 

The parents are the spiritual authorities of the children and are 
responsible for them. Children need their parents to properly interpret 
what is happening.

16. Give your prophecy in the presence of one or two witnesses. 

This insures accuracy and protection.

“Two or three prophets should speak, and the others should weigh 
carefully what is said.” 

I Corinthians 14:29. 

17. We are to guard against prophesying out of our soul or 
other’s souls. 

Many times, we are hurt and wounded. As a result, we can sub-
consciously project our hurts and wounds onto another when we 
prophesy if we don’t make the distinction between what is going on in 
us and what the Spirit is wanting to say. 

Sometimes when we prophesy over people we can feel the hurts and 
wounds in their emotions and we prophesy accordingly. We must be 
careful to discern between us and God.

Be sure that what God is showing you in your personal life does not 
affect your prophecy. Many times, people will prophesy to others what 
is in fact a word for them.

18. Do not counsel anyone in these sessions. 
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We are here to prophesy, not counsel. Encourage each person who 
receives a prophecy to ask Jesus to confirm and to give them 
application. Our purpose is to direct them to God. Counseling needs 
to be left to the person’s group leader or pastor.

19. Prophecy often includes the additional spiritual gifts of a 
word of knowledge, word of wisdom, or discerning of spirits. 

As a rule, be careful and slow in speaking these words. Generally, 
these are given to people with whom we have an ongoing relationship 
and can help them to apply the truths daily. We are to take such 
revelation that God gives us and ask Him what we are to do with the 
truths. He may ask us to intercede for a period and later He may show 
us how to release the truths into their lives. It is not to be a ‘hit and 
run’ action. 

20. Do not induce people to certain behaviors or reactions when 
you pray for them.

For example, “slain in the Spirit” (pushing people down).

21. Don’t repeat someone else’s word to a person as if it is your 
own. 

Give credit to where credit is due. Many times, people do this to look 
spiritual themselves. When we do this, we are devaluing the word and 
we are making ourselves to be liars.

22. Be submissive to the Pastor and your group leader regarding 
the timing of giving your word.

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 4 or another Lab from Appendix G
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5  
Receiving a Prophecy

What should we do if
someone gives us a prophecy?
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Introduction

What should we do if someone gives us a prophecy? How should we 
receive it? 

How To Receive A Prophecy

1. It should confirm something the Lord has spoken to you. 

Light bulbs should go off inside of you: "Oh Yeah, That's right". If it 
doesn't confirm, it may still be from God. Go to Him and ask if there is 
any truth to the word. "Are you trying to speak to me on this?" If nothing 
"clicks"- “Put it on the shelf” and say "If it be your will God".  Forget 
about it. If it's God He will bring it back to your remembrance.

2. Realize that most prophecies are based on conditions and not 
certainties. 

Tell the Lord "Your will be done, Show me if I need to do anything?" 
Don't try to "force" a prophecy you have received to come to pass. 

"Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit’ says the Lord Almighty" 
Zechariah 4:6

3. Personal prophecy usually comes true over a period of time and 
usually never comes to pass in the timing we expect.

Often it can take years for some prophecies to come true. Do not be 
discouraged because God will release the fulfillment of His words. He 
remembers every one and none will fall to the ground if we remain 
faithful. 

But without faith it is impossible to please him : for he that cometh to 
God must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that 

diligently seek him. Hebrews 11:6 (KJV)

That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through faith and 
patience inherit the promises. Hebrews 6:12 (KJV)

4. Do not be intimidated by anyone and say that since they said it 
the prophecy must be true. 
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People are only vessels. Your final judge is the Bible and the Holy Spirit.

5. Be careful who prays over you. 

Not everyone is hearing the Voice of God. They are hearing voices, but 
it may be their own thoughts, or the thoughts of the enemy disguised as 
an angel of light. The Bible says to test prophecies. Beware of people 
who will not subject themselves to having their prophecies judged by 
others.

Test everything. Hold on to the good. 1 Thessalonians 5:21

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 1 or another Lab from Appendix G
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6  
Prophetic Protocol
for Public Ministry

What if my word is in a gathering of people?
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Introduction

There are some special guidelines outlined in Scripture for prophecies 
given by a person in a large group setting.

29Two or three prophets should speak, and the others should 
weigh carefully what is said. 30And if a revelation comes to someone 
who is sitting down, the first speaker should stop. 31For you can all 

prophesy in turn so that everyone may be instructed and encouraged. 
32The spirits of prophets are subject to the control of prophets. 33For 

God is not a God of disorder but of peace. As in all the congregations 
of the saints, 1 Corinthians 14:29-33  

1. The prophecies need to be given one at a time. 

This seems obvious, but evidently in the Corinthian church there were 
people who were giving prophecies at the same time as other people. 
The Scriptures repeat here that all may prophesy, just do it one at a 
time. 

This is basic human courtesy. In addition, who can listen to two 
prophecies at once being said in different parts of the room? Do you 
think the Holy Spirit would interrupt Himself with another prophecy 
from somebody else in the room if He hasn’t finished the first word 
yet?

2. It is very important for all prophecies to be judged. 

This is especially true for a prophecy given in a corporate meeting. If a 
word is given publicly and it contradicts the Scripture or the 
characteristics of God it need to be judged publicly in love. If nothing 
is said about the word from the leaders of the church, then new or 
immature believers may believe that word is of God. This is a quick 
way to cause confusion and error to enter the church.

3. Listen and submit your prophecy to the spiritual authorities 
over you. 

They may not always see what you see but that doesn’t necessarily 
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make the prophecy wrong. Sometimes there is a timing component in 
your prophecy. God almost always gives the timing component to the 
spiritual authority over you. God does this to keep us interdependent 
on each other.

4. The prophecies should be sensitive to the flow of the service. 

Just as the Holy Spirit does not interrupt Himself, He also does not 
interfere with Himself. 

But everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 1 
Corinthians 14:40

For example, if you have a word for the church and it involves praising 
the Lord or some demonstrative action and the atmosphere of the 
service is worship, then hold your word till the atmosphere changes. 
Your word may be from God but the timing to give it is not now. It’s 
important to get the word, but just as important is the timing to give 
the word. 

Many times you may get a word before the meeting even starts. But it 
may be at the end of the meeting before the timing to give it is given. 
Become a student of what the Holy Spirit is doing and fit your word in 
with that. Do not make the Holy Spirit fit in with the word He gave you. 
The Holy Spirit’s agenda is first. Your word will be given at the 
appropriate time if you pay attention to the bigger picture. 

5. The following are examples of things not to prophesy. 

These are areas that should be left to the governmental gifts or 5 fold 
offices:

 That someone should move to a town or area of the country.
 That someone should give money to any ministry – especially 

yours.
 Pregnancy or the sex of unborn children.
 That someone should marry a particular person.
 That someone is in an office like apostle or prophet. We may 

say we see building or prophetic gifts, but do not call someone 
an apostle or prophet. Only 5-Fold Office holders can call forth 
offices.
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NOTE: These guidelines are for the gift of prophecy. They are not 
specifically for the office of Prophet, which is an established office with a 
different anointing and authority. Many people confuse these two things. 
The Bible says everyone can prophesy but only those chosen by Jesus 
(Ephesians 4:11) are a Prophet. Although some are relevant, these 
guidelines should not be misconstrued as guidelines for the function of 
Prophets.

Additional Guidelines

1. Anointed and seasoned 5 Fold ministers are the ones who 
deliver words that include correction, direction, or guidance. 

You can really “mess up” a person’s life if you don’t understand how 
to give a word which goes beyond 1 Corinthians 14:3.

2. Personal prophecy is not meant to substitute for your own 
prayer life, Bible reading, local church commitment, tithing, or a 
holy lifestyle. 

Fulfillment of personal prophecy in your life is conditional upon these 
things.

3. Don’t try to control anyone with prophetic revelation. 

This is manipulation and witchcraft.

4. Serve with your gift. 

Don’t show off or try to establish authority or get a position because of 
it. We must never seek to draw people to ourselves with revelation or 
prophecy. 

5. Find someone more mature in the gift to disciple you.

NOTE: These guidelines are for the gift of prophecy. They are not 
specifically for the office of Prophet, which is an established office with 
a different anointing and authority. Many people confuse these two 
things. The Bible says everyone can prophesy but only those chosen 
by Jesus (Ephesians 4:11) are a Prophet. Although some are 
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relevant, these guidelines should not be misconstrued as guidelines 
for the function of Prophets.

Close out the lesson by doing Lab 6 or another Lab from Appendix G
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Appendix A  
You Can Hear God!

Being prophetic is simply listening to the 
Holy Spirit’s voice and then doing what He says
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Introduction

How many times have you heard something like this: We are a 
prophetic church or we want to be a prophetic people? What does this 
mean? 

because those who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God. 
Romans 8:14

When we listen to and follow the Holy Spirit we are being prophetic! 
Being prophetic is simply listening to the Holy Spirit’s voice and then 
doing what He says. 

Past, Present, & Future

We have 3 choices of how to live. We can live in the past, present, or 
future. Living in the future is living in the prophetic. Living in the past 
only becomes depressing, living just in the present can quickly 
become routine and stale, but living in the future is being prophetic 
and is the key to creating life and growth!

How do we live in the future? We live in the future by saying that 
every day is a new day to hear from God and see how He wants to 
lead us. Living in the future means we are looking forward to a new 
direction – a new future – lead by the voice of the Holy Spirit. 

God is always moving forward. As we move forward with Him, it 
enables us to live in the present with a fresh anticipation of life 
because we are participating in what the Holy Spirit is doing. He is 
always changing us from glory to glory.

And all of us have had that veil removed so that we can be mirrors 
that brightly reflect the glory of the Lord. And as the Spirit of the Lord 
works within us, we become more and more like him and reflect his 

glory even more. 2 Corinthians 3:18 (NLT)

When we live each day constantly asking the Holy Spirit how He 
wants us to live we are living with the future in mind. The Holy Spirit 
may explain the past but He will tell us how to live the next minute, 
hour, day, and even longer. As we follow the Holy Spirit into the future 
He wants us to have His will comes to earth. 
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Most people live their day by basing it totally on what happened in the 
past and what is going now. This is called living by experience. 
Wisdom is learned by making good decisions and gaining good 
experiences. Many times, He wants to give us new experiences and 
wisdom that is different than what we have done in the past. This 
means we must go places where we have never been before. This 
takes the Holy Spirit leading us to places only He has been. This is 
often a scary place that requires faith that the Holy Spirit will truly take 
care of us in the future as we follow His voice. 

Hebrews 11:6 And without faith it is impossible to please God, 
because anyone who comes to him must believe that he exists 

and that he rewards those who earnestly seek him.

Faith is saying that the Holy Spirit has told me something about where 
to go in the future and I agree to follow Him. When we do this we are 
the Sons of God because we are listening to Him and can be called 
prophetic people.  

Many Christians do not follow the voice of the Holy Spirit. They follow 
the traditions (past and present experiences) that they have. God 
does not like this. When we refuse to be prophetic people we come 
under the influence of a demonic religious spirit who tries to get us to 
stay where we are and not move forward. Even worse the demonic 
spirit will get us to declare that the past and present things are the 
best!

having a form of godliness but denying its power. Have nothing 
to do with them. 2 Timothy 3:5

Results of Following His Voice

Following the Holy Spirit will have 3 effects. The challenge of being a 
prophetic people is to not let our soul and body lead but our spirit. All 
3 of these effects will cause us to die to what our soul and body 
wants. We must continually cry out that He will help us be victorious in 
following Him. 

1. New Goals
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What we want to do with our life must be laid down at the cross and 
exchanged for what He wants us to do. Our flesh has a plan for our 
life that will make it easy on us. The Holy Spirit is more concerned 
about you being saved, finding your destiny, and making an impact for 
Him than your comfort. The hardest thing about living in the future by 
the voice of the Holy Spirit is the fact that it is harder on our flesh to 
live this way.

2. New Order

Following the Holy Spirit is messy by our definition. Our flesh loves 
everything to be lined up, in order, and following some kind of 
schedule. The Holy Spirit is lined up, in order, and has a schedule. 
Unfortunately, His schedule and order is different than ours. To be 
prophetic means that we are willing to lay down what makes sense to 
us.

“For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my 
ways,” declares the LORD. “As the heavens are higher than the earth, 

so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your 
thoughts. Isaiah 55:8-9

Remember what makes sense to us is based on the past and present. 
We are assuming that the future is going to be the same as the past 
and present. This is a very deadly presumption that will kill us in the 
end. Humans have an inherent weakness in that we think things 
tomorrow are basically going to be the same as they are today. They 
may or may not. Only the Holy Spirit knows. Even if tomorrow is the 
same as today the Holy Spirit may not want us to go there again! He 
is trying to bring us ‘up a level’. The question is are we going to pick 
‘our order’ and stay where we are at or go with His ‘order’ and go up a 
level. If you stay where you are you will grow stale very fast!

The Holy Spirit can’t be controlled to fit our schedules and plans. He 
can’t be put in a box. The religious spirit is constantly trying to get us 
to do this. If we try then the Holy Spirit will be quenched and we may 
have something that looks Godly but in fact is only a form with no 
substance.

When we follow the Holy Spirit, it is always messy and it upsets our 
schedule. But remember the Holy Spirit is about saving and changing 
people. We are His conduits to do this. So this means He is always 
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wanting to bring new babies in Christ into our lives so that we can 
change their diapers and raise them. Don’t reject God’s babies 
because they are messy.

If you reject God’s babies and the messes they create He will not 
bring any to you and you will become sterile and impotent spiritually. 
His life is in what we call messes! But in the end a greater meaning 
and order to life will come forth.

3. Increased Truthfulness

Many people don’t really want to hear the words of the Holy Spirit. 
They want to be able to pick and choose what they hear. They like the 
encouraging and comforting words. This makes them feel good. The 
Holy Spirit does encourage us but He also tells us the truth. We want 
the encouraging words but we also want the truth.

To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, “If you hold to my 
teaching, you are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, 

and the truth will set you free.” John 8:31-32  

Have you ever noticed that some cultures (like the American South 
culture) do not like the truth spoken directly? We want everything said, 
‘coated in sugar with lots of small talk’. We often get offended at the 
Holy Spirit because He doesn’t talk like us. He is usually 
straightforward with very little small talk. This is because He is not 
from your culture. 

How to Hear His Voice

1. Those Who Seek Me Will Find Me

Then you will call upon me and come and pray to me, and I will listen 
to you. You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your 

heart. Jeremiah 29:12-13

Our first response to situations is to usually base our actions on what 
we have done in the past. We need to consider the past, but the first 
thing we need to do is to ask the Holy Spirit what to do. When we do 
this we need to pause and listen for His response. If it is a big 
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decision that we are about to make we need to take some time to 
make sure that we hear the Holy Spirit. 

It is a sin of presumption if we take an action based on what God 
wanted last time or what makes sense to us. We often think why 
wouldn’t He do the same thing again? Press into the Lord and ask 
Him. If you seek Him you will find Him. But He wants us to seek Him.

2. Fan Into Flames 

For this reason I remind you to fan into flame the gift of God, 
which is in you through the laying on of my hands. For God did not 
give us a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of love and of self-

discipline.  
2 Timothy 1:6-7

The Holy Spirit and all His gifts are already inside of you. But they do 
not overtake and control you. You have to “fan into flames” the gifts of 
God. “Fanning into flames” the gifts is no different than fanning into 
flames a real fire. You have to concentrate on the flame and start to 
blow slowly on it. As you do this the natural flame will grow larger.

You do this same thing with spiritual fire. You concentrate on the Lord 
and start talking to Him. One of the best ways to do this is to start 
speaking in tongues, singing music, or quoting Scripture over yourself. 
You do this even if you don’t feel like it – which is most of the time. 
Take it by faith that as you stir up the spiritual fire that revelation, 
wisdom, and understanding will come!

3. Don’t Be Satisfied with Your Present

1“At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who 
took their lamps and went out to meet the bridegroom. 2Five of them 
were foolish and five were wise. 3The foolish ones took their lamps 

but did not take any oil with them. 4The wise, however, took oil in jars 
along with their lamps. 5The bridegroom was a long time in coming, 

and they all became drowsy and fell asleep. 6“At midnight the cry rang 
out: ‘Here’s the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!’ 7“Then all the 

virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8The foolish ones said to the 
wise, ‘Give us some of your oil; our lamps are going out.’ 9“‘No,’ they 
replied, ‘there may not be enough for both us and you. Instead, go to 

those who sell oil and buy some for yourselves.’ 10“But while they 
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were on their way to buy the oil, the bridegroom arrived. The virgins 
who were ready went in with him to the wedding banquet. And the 

door was shut. Matthew 25:1-10

The oil represents the Holy Spirit in this verse. The actual lamp 
represents our life or ministry in which we are involved. It is a 
structure that can be empty or full. All of these virgins had saved 
themselves for Jesus and lived a pure life. They had a clean lamp. 

But only half the virgins went further and allowed their lamp to be full 
of the Holy Spirit. We can look good and even have a ministry. But if 
the lamp or ministry aren’t constantly filled with seeking the words of 
the Holy Spirit it is really empty. 

What is interesting is that only each virgin knew if their lamp was 
filled. It is hard to tell by just looking on the outside. We may fool 
others, but are we living moment by moment in the hope and future of 
what our Lord is saying? If we are, this is life and we are walking with 
the Holy Spirit! We can then be called prophetic people.

4. Become Desperate

Prophetic people are desperate people. 

Here are some questions to ask yourself to determine your 
desperation level:

 Do you want what the Holy Spirit is saying more than your 
ministry being successful in other people’s eyes? 

 How hard do you work at getting the mind of the Holy Spirit? 
 Do you value your convenience more than the inconvenience 

that the Holy Spirit’s words often bring?
 Will you obey the Holy Spirit’s words no matter how they 

impact your lifestyle or is your obedience conditional?
 Do your actions reveal that you value the opinion of man or 

God?

Depending on your answers will determine the level of revelation you 
receive. The Holy Spirit will not continue to give words to people who 
do not receive them. 
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We grieve the Holy Spirit when we value anything more than His 
words.  It is that simple. You can go on the revelation and skills that 
you have obtained from the past and live there, or you can get 
desperate for what the Holy Spirit is saying now for the future.

Jesus was desperate for the words of His Father. They were His life. 
He was very unconventional. Just when the disciples got used to 
something Jesus moved them farther out. 

When a decision is coming up do you proceed with presumption 
based on your past and present or do you cry out for the Holy Spirit to 
give you more revelation?

Jesus gave them this answer: “I tell you the truth, the Son can do 
nothing by himself; he can do only what he sees his Father doing, 
because whatever the Father does the Son also does. John 5:19
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Appendix B  
Father’s Gifts

These seven gifts are often called 
Motivational Gifts because they are a part of our 

personality

(Excerpted from Minister! – Growth Journey Workbook 3)
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Father’s  Gifts

Rom. 12:6-8 We have different gifts, according to the grace given 
us. If a man’s gift is [1] prophesying, let him use it in proportion to his 
faith. If it is [2] serving, let him serve; if it is [3] teaching, let him teach; 

if it is [4] encouraging, let him encourage; if it is contributing to the 
needs of others, let him [5] give generously; if it is [6] leadership, let 

him govern diligently; if it is showing [7] mercy, let him do it cheerfully.

These seven gifts are often called motivational gifts because they are a 
part of our personality. As a result we are naturally motivated to perform 
these gifts. Jack Hayford calls them "Creational Gifts" because we get 
our personality at our creation. Everyone gets at least one or more of 
these gifts. These gifts evidence themselves in our everyday lives, not 
just in spiritual service. For example, those with the gift of administration 
are naturally good at organization in different areas of their lives. 

These gifts are given by God the Father for us to use to minister to one 
another. Romans 12:3 says that God gives us a measure of faith. In 
verse 6 it says that we get the gifts because of grace given to us. God is 
the giver in this chapter and that is why we believe He is the giver of 
these gifts.

1. PROPHECY

Prophecy, Prophesying, and the office of Prophet 
are very broad subjects in the Bible. The gift of 
prophecy can be a motivational gift, supernatural 
gift, or an office. We are talking about the use of 
prophecy as a motivational gift. 

DEFINITION: The person with the motivational gift of prophecy is 
always trying to live just right and encouraging everyone else too. These 
people "dot their i's and cross their t's". They see things as black or 
white. It's of God or it's not. They don't see any gray areas. They 
encourage, exhort and comfort people to do what is right. 

God endows them with an ability to "perceive matters" or have "insight" 
or intuitive sense about people and situations as they really are before 
God. This insight is not based on a supernatural insight like prophesying 
or the office of a prophet.  It is an innate knowledge given by the Father. 
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NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Verbal people that like to talk. They are not chit-chatters though. 

They are usually very direct, frank, and persuasive.
 Capacity to sniff out evil and false doctrine like a hound dog. They 

consider themselves "guardians" of the truth. 
 They love to point out areas in others that need to be improved. 
 Very concerned about the reputation of God and His Church. They 

hold a very high banner up for everyone to follow.
 Usually likes to speak to a whole group at a time versus one on one.
 Willing to be broken and weep for sins.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS / WEAKNESSES:
 Frankness and zeal for truth often comes across as harsh and 

unfeeling.
 Prefer groups. Often interpreted as disinterest in individuals.
 Their public boldness and strict standards may hinder their intimate 

personal relationships.
 Constant focus on right and wrong makes them look intolerant of 

partial good.
 Strong desire to communicate truth may be interpreted as little 

interest in listening to another's view.

NEED IN BODY: We need these people to help stay on track and not 
wander off into error.

2. SERVING

DEFINITION: The capacity and desire to 
serve God by rendering practical help in 
both physical and spiritual matters.  They 
give "hands-on" service. They are the foot 
soldiers of God's army. The Greek word 

means "rendering personal help, aid or assistance to others". It has the 
same Greek root as the word for "deacon" in 1 Tim. 3:8.

CHARACTERISTICS:
 Ability to notice needs that others have and then move quickly to 

meet that need.
 Ability to remember people's likes and dislikes.
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 Like short range projects and are often over-committed because 
they can't say no to a need.

 Happy working behind the scenes. They don't want to be a king, but 
they are "king-makers". These are the types of people who can be 
found behind the scenes fixing things so that the next service goes 
smoothly.

 Doesn't need to be in the public eye to be fulfilled

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES:
 May often appear pushy or trying to impress people by "jumping in" 

to meet needs so quickly.
 Often gets frustrated with the other gifts that don't seem to "do" 

enough.
 Often a workaholic

NEED IN BODY: Keep the church running smoothly by enabling the 
other gifts to operate.

3. TEACHING

DEFINITION: Clarifies, reveals, and expounds the 
truth of God with accuracy and simplicity.

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Good communicator.
 Desire to be accurate and precise. They don't 

usually say things "off the cuff" without having done their research. 
They are the people when you say something they come back and 
say "Well, that's not quite right".

 Would rather gain knowledge than eat or sleep.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES:
 With all the emphasis on accurate teaching, they sometimes don't 

bring their teaching down to everyday living. 
 You often feel like you are being “grilled” when they talk to you. They 

don't mean to, they just want you to understand what they do.
 Often rely on own knowledge and research instead of the Holy 

Spirit. As a result, things can seem lifeless and cold.

NEED IN BODY: Gives the body the foundation of their faith, guidance 
for everyday living, and capability to understand God and His ways. This 
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is a very important gift! Their research is used by other ministers to 
better understand their own work. 

4. EXHORTATION

DEFINITION: Encouragement that brings comfort, sympathy, 
compassion and edification to believers. The objective is to strengthen 
believer's faith through practical truth and steps. They encourage 
believers to stay strong and grow in the Lord.

This is the person you want around when times are tough or you have 
just fallen. You don't want the person with the gift of prophesy around, 
they may be to harsh. You don't necessarily want the teacher around; 
they would start telling you what to do. The exhorter will listen, give 
counsel, and then tell you that you can do. 

This Greek word comes from the same Greek word for the Holy Spirit, 
"paraclete” – “one who is called alongside to comfort and counsel". 
Often the people with exhortation become some of your best 
counselors. 

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Great motivators to encourage you to hang in there and not give up.
 Very positive people and have a positive outlook on life.
 No matter what the tribulation or adversity they will see how they can 

benefit from it.
 Great preachers! Very practical and down to earth.
 Always give practical application to motivate people to change. They 

say do this and it will fix your problem.
 Steps oriented people - They will say do this “1-2-3”.
 Very concerned with how people live! They want them to be 

successful and blessed!

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES:
 Prefer to live by example to others. As a result they don't do a lot of 

one-on-one witnessing.
 With their 3 steps to "fix your problem", they are often accused of 

oversimplifying things by putting to much confidence in the steps 
and not relying enough on the H.S.

 Often criticized when making Bible practical of taking things out of 
context.
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NEED IN BODY: They "stimulate our faith" to keep going in tribulation. 
Make us believe in the power of God for ourselves.

5. GIVING

DEFINITION: Generous giving of resources to God 
without any desire to personally benefit! The grace 
to give without fear of risk. It's not simply the 
amount, but the quality of the sacrifice. Also desires 
to motivate others to do the same. The resources 
are not just material, but also physical, emotional, 
and psychological support to others. These are 

people who freely share themselves.

Greek Word "metadidomi" – “to give, share, impart, distribute, grant”. 
The word implies liberality or generosity. It has the idea of supporting or 
spending yourself for someone else. As Christians, we are all to give, 
but this gift means going way beyond the tithe!

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
 Characterized by a desire to not be known, but only let God get the 

glory.
 We often in church subtly downplay this gift thinking that money is 

evil. It's NOT. “Love of money is the root of all evil." We often 
encourage other gifts to flow but not this one.

 If you have the gift of giving, you will also be provided with the 
resources to give by God. This is just like a teacher being given the 
insight to understand the Scriptures. Usually, but not always you will 
have the ability to make money.

 They love to give when people haven't even asked them. They are 
alert to needs all around them and give in response to the need and 
not to appeals.

 They enjoying trying to motivate others to give, especially by 
example.

 The giving is not blind. They have a desire to feel a part of the work 
or person to whom they are giving.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES: 
 People may think they are trying to control a ministry by their giving.
 Their emphasis on money may seem as an emphasis on temporal 

values.
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 May make others feel ungenerous or pressured as they are 
encouraged to give.

NEED IN BODY:  This gift is used by God to help finance the church 
and advance His kingdom.

6. LEADERSHIP (Often called ADMINISTRATION or RULES) 

DEFINITION: Gift of organization manifested in one 
of two ways. First, in some people the gift is 
evidenced by the ability to organize people and 
leadership responsibilities. Secondly, is the ability to 
organize projects.  

The first manifestation of this gift has the ability to 
set goals in accordance with God's purpose for the future. They 
motivate, inspire and bring together people in such a way to accomplish 
those goals. 

The second manifestation of this gift has the ability to devise and 
execute effective plans of projects. These are the organizers and 
managers of the business affairs of the church. 

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 "Take charge" person who jumps in and starts 
giving orders when no one is in charge.  They do 
tend to stay on the sideline until someone asks or 
the need gets bad.
 Extremely organized.
 If they organize projects, they are great at 
organizing details and then having people carry 
out those plans.

o Good at analyzing resources and delegating tasks to the 
appropriate person.

o Good at sizing up situations and seeing to the root cause for 
the problem.

 If they organize people, they are usually not a detail person, but they 
then rely on others to take care of the little things.

 Does not like to admit mistakes. It hits to close too home to say his 
gift/natural talent is flawed. Surely, something else was the problem.

 Great at bringing harmony in chaos! Walks into the middle of a 
floundering situation, and says do this to bring order.
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 Very active. As soon as a task is completed, they are already 
working on the next task and giving directions before people can 
even catch their breath. Very goal oriented.

 Tends to be a workaholic.
 Usually the leaders of large churches have this gift.
 These are also your dreamers. They don't just day dream though. 

They will dream and then come up with a plan to carry it out. The 
carrying it out is as much fun as the completion of the dream. Their 
dreams are often considered by others to be impossible.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES:
 People often feel used by this gift. The person with this gift has a 

desire to accomplish things and get things done swiftly. As a result 
they often come across as callous.

 They often seem insensitive to other people's schedules, weariness, 
or priorities.

 People often may think they are lazy (when just the opposite is true), 
because they are constantly delegating.

 Neglect in explaining why tasks must be done may prompt workers 
to think they are being misused.

 The greatest challenge for this gift is to value people over projects.
 Since they are a perfectionist, their standards are high, thereby often 

making them hard to please.

NEED IN BODY: The church needs this gift to organize, administer, 
promote, and lead the various affairs of the church.

7. MERCY

DEFINITION: Ability to feel genuine empathy and 
compassion for individuals (both Christian and non-
Christian) who suffer distressing physical, mental, 
or emotional problems. They are then able to 
translate that compassion into cheerfully done 
deeds which reflect Christ's love and help alleviate 
the suffering. This gift is encouraged to be done 
with "cheerfulness" in Romans 12:8. This is 

because of their ability to identify with people. As a result they often pick 
up on the despairing emotions of the people they minister to.
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Greek Word means – “to have mercy or pity on someone, to be merciful 
or compassionate or to help someone out of pity." It implies the ability to 
be able to emotionally identify with people to show compassion.

Mercy people will minister to people everyone else feels uncomfortable 
with - sick, poor, retarded, prisoners, blind, aged, homely, etc.

NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Mercy motivated people feel "empathy" not just "sympathy". 

Empathy goes further. Sympathy feels for others, empathy feels with 
others! They emotionally go through what the victim goes through!

 This is the person people call first when something bad happens or 
something good happens! They identify with you the best!

 Their gift is best used in times of sorrow and in times of great joy. It's 
not just when bad things happen!

 This is the person who is full of prayer requests since they are so 
close to hurting people.

 People love the mercy person, because they exude love to 
everyone around them!

 This is a personal gift - done one on one. It's not like you can show 
mercy easily to a whole group. 

 Mercy people are generally not found teaching Sunday School or 
leading a group - their gift is a one-on-one soft spoken love. They 
usually aren't an out front leader because they have a hard time 
correcting someone or pushing them to get the job done.

 The mercy person often uses this gift with another gift like youth 
worker or service (deacon), so they can be close to the people or 
needs. This way he can be around when people need a "shoulder to 
cry on".

MISUNDERSTANDINGS/WEAKNESSES:
 People often think this person is weak! Not so! Usually very strong 

beliefs. They just don't express them because they don't want to hurt 
anyone's feelings!

 The mercy person usually does not make a good counselor. They 
make a great listener, but not a good counselor! The reason is if 
someone is in sin they have a hard time confronting the person to 
make the changes they need in their life!

 They need the prophet to confront and the exhorter to give steps to 
recovery.

 Others accuse them of "taking up" for others and excusing their 
behavior or being "soft" on sin.
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NEED IN BODY: This gift is the "heart" of the church. It shows love in a 
way that everyone receives and desires. It is an example of the personal 
care we need in our churches.

Summary

The following story gives a humorous overview of the Father’s Gifts.

“A woman is walking down the hallway at church carrying a bowl of 
food for the covered dish the church is about to have. She trips over 
a door threshold and the food spills all over the floor. 

The mercy motivated runs over and says, "I'm so sorry, it's not your 
fault, you must feel so embarrassed and humiliated. Are you hurt?" 

The server gets the mop and towels and starts cleaning it up. 

The teacher tells the woman, now next time you do this, put a cover 
over the dish, grab the pot with both hands and hold it out far enough 
so that you can see where your feet are walking. 

The exhorter runs over to the woman, and says its allright. You are 
going to make it. You don't have to be depressed. Stop crying, God 
wants you to be victorious! You can do it. Now, go get your other dish 
and let's try to do it again.

The prophetic motivated person tells the woman, if you had just paid 
attention to what you were doing, and not day dreaming. 

The giver would immediately run out and buy a replacement dish and 
meal from Kroger.
Finally, the leader would stand on the side and start giving orders to 
everybody on how to get the mess cleaned up and keep the covered 
dish dinner from grinding to a halt.”
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Action Steps!

1. Take the Father’s gifts test below to help you 
discover what your primary and secondary gifts are. 
After taking the test come back and answer the 
questions: What was your primary gift? Your secondary 
gift? Do you agree? 

2. Your basic personality was given you at birth. Take the 
Temperament (personality) test to help you discover what your basic 
temperament type is. After taking the test come back and answer the 
questions: What was your primary temperament type? Your 
secondary temperament type? Do you agree?
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Father’s Gift Test
If the statement strongly describes you then check in 
the column opposite each statement where the dot is. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I see people's actions as either right or wrong. •
I notice practical needs of others and enjoy meeting them. •
I want to make sure that statements about faith are 
accurate. •

I am able to verbally encourage those who are spiritually 
troubled. •

I am able to manage my financial affairs efficiently so I can 
give generously to the Lord. •

I can visualize the final result of a project before it begins. •
I can sense easily when people have hurt feelings. •
I can quickly discern a person's motives and character. •
I enjoy serving in order to free others for the Lord's work. •
I desire to gain as much knowledge of God's Word as I can. •
I have a deep desire to encourage people to spiritual 
growth. •

I give the best of my time, effort and finances for the Lord's 
work. •

I enjoy co-ordinating people in either a small or large group. •
I like to promote the warmth of fellowship of Christian 
groups I'm in. •

I am usually direct and frank in giving advice. •
I am willing to neglect my own work to help someone else. •
I check the truth of what others say before accepting it. •
I like to give counsel about the steps of action a person may 
take. •

I have an ability to make wise purchases or investments. •
I like setting goals for others and myself. •
I desire deep friendships in which there is mutual 
commitment. •

I tend to be a perfectionist. •
I sometimes get exhausted from being so busy serving 
others. •

I enjoy discussing significant issues. •
I am usually able to convince others of my point of view. •
I make many friends easily. •
I am able to delegate tasks to others easily. •
I seem to attract people who tell me their problems. •
I feel called to pray for others. •
I would rather stay in the background than taking the lead. •
I can spend hours researching a subject. •
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I enjoy trying to convince non-Christians to believe in Jesus. •
I enjoy giving hospitality and making people feel welcome. •
I am willing to endure criticism to get a taask done. •
I tend to worry about other people's problems. •
I am willing to do right even if it means suffering. •
I find it difficult to say `no' to those who ask for help. •
I pay close attention to words and phrases. •
I easily see the potential in others. •
I try to keep my giving a secret. •
I expect and receive loyalty from those whom I supervise. •
I find it difficult to be firm or decisive with people. •
I would rather be alone, than with others who don't uphold 
what is right. •

I don't mind doing routine tasks. •
I tend to be silent in conversation until I have thought it out 
fully. •

I enjoy relating examples from my own or others 
experience. •

I enjoy investing in an supporting the ministries of other 
people. •

I often initiate ideas or activities in a group. •
I enjoy visiting people in hospital or shut-ins. •
I usually examine my own motives thoroughly. •
I like giving gifts that are practical. •
I like to present my arguments in a logical order. •
I stress the positive, even when there are problems. •
I am led by the Spirit to give to the right people at the right 
time. •

I am able to plan the actions of others in a way that helps 
them to work effectively. •

I would rather work with others than on my own. •
I sometimes receive revelations or visions of what is going 
to happen in the future. •

I enjoy meeting people's physical needs through hospitality. •
I delight in digging out the facts from the Bible •
I expect people to follow my advice. •
I enjoy living a simple life-style. •
I know where God wants me to go and am able to take 
others with me. •

I avoid conflict and personal confrontations. •
I say things which I feel to be God's truth and often find that 
it irritates people. •

I enjoy making things with my hands. •
I like to logically understand the Christian faith. •
I particularly like the practical teaching of the Bible which •
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shows me how to live the Christian life.
I like to motivate others to give to the Lord's work. •
I am deeply sensitive to the need for a church to be a 
smooth running organisation. •

I strongly need to express creative beauty (art, music, 
drama or dance) in worship. •

Total the marked boxes for each column separately; 
Your score for each column will be out of 10.
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Test Scoring

This chart is a self-assessment of spiritual gifts. Its helpfulness 
depends on your self-awareness and honesty in completing the 
survey. You may also assess your motivational gifts by studying and 
understanding the gifts, and by helpful insights from others who see 
you operating the gifts. Once you have calculated the totals you may 
transfer the results to the table below.

Column Gift My Score (out of 10)
1 Prophecy
2 Service
3 Teaching
4 Exhortation
5 Giving
6 Leadership
7 Mercy

Now take the gift above with the highest score and mark in the top bar 
with a felt tip pen. Then do the same with the other gifts in descending 
order of strength. Enter the names of the gifts alongside each bar as 
you go. The gift with the highest score is your primary. The gift with 
the second highest score is your secondary.
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Temperament Types
There are 4 basic temperament types (personality types) in humans. 
There are many different tests, names, and methods of determining 
temperament types but in the end they all measure 4 types. This test 
calls the 4 types the same names that Hippocrates (“the father of 
modern science”) did in 350 B.C. This is why they have such funny 
names. The 4 types are called choleric, sanguine, phlegmatic, and 
melancholic. 

Temperament is a person’s tendency to react in a certain way to 
events in their life. For example, the choleric is your goal-oriented 
person who moves quickly and takes charge. The sanguine loves 
people, fun, and is full of optimism and enthusiasm. The melancholic 
is analytical, a thinker, slower to respond, detail oriented, and 
idealistic. The phlegmatic is laid back, a peacemaker, calm, reserved, 
and has an easy go attitude. 

The reason this section is included in this book is that one of the jobs 
of a group leader is to understand your people. The better you 
understand them the better you can lead and motivate them. When 
you understand the temperament types and recognize them in your 
people, it will help you to understand their natural strengths and 
weaknesses. 
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Overview of Temperament Types

Sanguine (Super Extrovert)

OVERVIEW
 Warm,  Buoyant, Lively, "Enjoying" Type, Very Receptive
 Decisions often come from feelings rather than thinking
 Unusual capacity to enjoy themselves
 Picks up everyone when they walk into a room. 
 Never Lacks for friends, makes everyone feel important
 Enjoys people, does not like solitude, Life of the Party
 Never at a loss for words,  Speaks before thinking
 Very Sincere        
 Noisy, Loud Ways

STRENGTHS
 Enjoys life, Whistling/singing, Childhood curiosity, Easily forgets 

past
 Optimistic
 Friendly. Outgoing, Handshaking type of person, Enjoys being 

around others
 No One Could love You More or Forget You Quicker

WEAKNESSES:
 Restless: Often impractical and disorganized, Easily excitable
 Seldom lives up to potential due to no discipline
 Weak Willed, Great to start things but often never finishes, 

Loves to please and has a hard time saying no. Great front man 
with others doing details, Hard to depend upon, Not always 
loyal.

 Egotistical: Because such a good talker & extrovert
 Penchant for exaggeration and embellishment

SUITABLE JOBS
 Salesman, Hospital Worker, Teacher, Conversationalist, Actors
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Choleric (Extrovert)

OVERVIEW
 Hot, Quick, Active, Practical, Strong-Willed, Self sufficient, very 

Independent.
 Decisive, Opinionated, Makes decisions easy for themselves 

and others
 Thrives on activity -- endless ideas -- Not aimless though
 Has a practical keen mind, capable of making sound, instant 

decisions or planning long range projects
 Takes a definite stand on issues, usually a crusader, not 

frightened by adversities
 Dogged Determination  
 "Born Leader"
 Emotional part is the least developed. Embarrassed by tears of 

others.
 Does not sympathize easily, does not show compassion easily
 Little appreciation of fine arts, very utilitarian

STRENGTHS
 Strong will power, Self Disciplined, Very Confident, Very Very 

aggressive, Continual Motion but plannedSingle Minded, Will 
Finish a project No Matter What

 Keen Mind for organization, Quickly appraises a situation, and 
diagnose a solution. Recognizes opportunities

 Strong Teacher, Tends to Dominate  * Good Judge of People
 Will readily accept assignments / "Take Over Guy"
 Optimistic: Due to Self Confidence  
 Adventurous, Pioneer

WEAKNESSES
 Hot Tempered, Serious Emotional Deficiency, No compassion
 Unsympathetic  
 Opinionated and Bull Headed
 Sarcastic, Caustic Comments to Others
 Cruelty: Often runs roughshod over people to accomplish goals
 Impetuous, Difficult to apologize, Hard to show approval
 Self Sufficient: Causes people to think they can never please 

them
SUITABLE JOBS

 Good Executive, Idea Man, Producer, Dictator or Criminal
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Melancholic (Introvert)

OVERVIEW
 Exceptionally Analytical Mind 
 Self Sacrificing, Gifted, Perfectionist
 Sensitive, Emotional Nature, Enjoys Fine Arts
 Introverted and Moody  - Lets people come to him
 Faithful Friend but does not make them easily
 Diagnoses obstacles and dangers of any project
 Finds greatest meaning through personal sacrifice. 
 Often chooses a difficult life vocation and is very thorough and 

accomplishes great good
 More natural potential than the other personality types

STRENGTHS
 Sensitive   
 Extremely Self-Disciplined 
 Genius prone (especially in fine arts), Produces great works of 

art or genius often followed by depression
 Does a lot of reflective thinking, Very Introspective, Often relives 

past events to analyze where he could have done better
 Creative / Inventive  
 Very Detail Oriented. Strong perfectionist with high Excellence
 Very dependable, Will always finish the job when
 Prefers to work behind the scenes, does not like the limelight
 Reserved, Rarely gives opinion, But always has one

WEAKNESSES
 Self-Centered, Very Introspective. Hypochondriac.
 Easily Offended or Insulted
 Prone to Suspicion 
 Negative, Pessimistic: Due to perfectionist & Analytical Traits
 Indecisive: Due to being a perfectionist, Harder to take the 

plunge in marriage, Too Picky.
 Has a hard time accepting weaknesses in others
 Moody 
 Daydreamer to escape reality
 Revengeful, does not forgive easily, holds grudges.

SUITABLE JOBS
 Artist, Musician, Inventors, Philosopher, Educators
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Phlegmatic (Super Introvert)

OVERVIEW
 Calm, Collected, Easy Going, Well Balanced. Never seems to 

get ruffled
 Life for them is a happy, pleasant experience in which he avoids 

as much involvement as possible. Tends to be a Spectator and 
uninvolved

 High boiling point and seldom gets angry, lots of laughter
 Very consistent and capable
 Does have emotions below surface and appreciates fine arts
 Has lots of friends 
 Kind hearted and sympathetic
 Natural peace maker 
 Good leader when forced to

STRENGTHS:
 Witty, dry humor, Tease, Likes to poke fun at people
 Good listener / Good counselor  
 Works well under pressure
 Objective, Can keep from identifying with person
 Dependable, Will Fulfill obligations, Very Loyal
 Practical, Efficient, Very Neat. Tends to find easiest way to 

attack problem

WEAKNESSES:
 Slow & Lazy, "Drags His Feet"  
 Spectator - Produces as little as possible
 Selfishness, Opposes Change, Stubborn
 Indecisive because of a lack of desire to become "involved"
 Often does not want to "pay the price" to do project

SUITABLE JOBS:
 Diplomat, accountant, teacher, leader, scientist, or other detail 

worker
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TEMPERAMENT TEST
STRENGTHS

1. ___ Animated ___ Adventurous ___ Analytical ___ Adaptable
2.  ___ Playful ___ Persuasive ___ Persistent ___ Peaceful 
3.  ___ Sociable ___ Strong-Willed ___ Self-Sacrificing ___ Submissive
4.  ____Convincing ___ Competitive ___ Considerate ___ Controlled
5.  ___Refreshing ___ Resourceful ___ Respectful ___ Reserved
6.  ___ Spirited ___ Self-Reliant ___ Sensitive ___ Satisfied
7.  ___ Promoter ___ Positive ___ Planner ___ Patient
8.  ___ Spontaneous ___ Sure ___ Scheduled ___ Shy
9.  ___ Optimistic ___ Outspoken ___ Orderly ___ Obliging
10. ___ Funny ___ Forceful ___ Faithful ___ Friendly
11. ___ Cheerful ___ Confident ___ Cultured ___ Consistent
12. ___ Inspiring ___ Independent ___ Idealistic ___ Inoffensive
13. ___ Demonstrative ___ Decisive ___ Deep ___ Dry Humor
14. ___ Mixes Easily ___ Mover ___ Musical ___ Mediator
15. ___ Talker ___ Tenacious ___ Thoughtful ___ Tolerant
16. ___ Lively ___ Leader ___ Loyal ___ Listener
17. ___ Cute ___ Chief ___ Chartmaker ___ Contented
18. ___ Popular ___ Productive ___ Perfectionist ___ Pleasant
19. ___ Bouncy ___ Bold ___ Behaved ___ Balanced

WEAKNESSES.
20. ___ Brassy ___ Bossy ___ Bashful ___ Blank
21. ___ Undisciplined ___ Unsympathetic ___ Unforgiving ___ Unenthusiastic

22. ___ Repetitious ___ Resistant ___ Resentful ___ Reticent
23. ___ Forgetful ___ Frank ___ Fussy ___ Fearful
24. ___ Interrupts ___ Impatient ___ Insecure ___ Indecisive
25. ___ Unpredictable ___ Unaffectionate ___ Unpopular ___ Uninvolved
26. ___ Haphazard ___Headstrong ___ Hard-To-Please___ Hesitant
27. ___ Permissive ___ Proud ___ Pessimistic ___ Plain
28. ___ Angered Easily __Argumentative ___ Alienated ___ Aimless
29. ___ Naïve ___ Nervy ___Negative Attitude___ Nonchalant
30. ___ Talkative ___ Tactless ___ Too Sensitive ___ Timid
31. ___ Disorganized ___ Domineering ___ Depressed ___ Doubtful
32. ___ Inconsistent ___ Intolerant ___ Introvert ___ Indifferent
33. ___ Messy ___ Manipulative ___ Moody ___ Mumbles
34. ___ Show-Off ___ Stubborn ___ Skeptical ___ Slow
35. ___ Loud ___ Lord-Over-Others___ Loner ___ Lazy
36. ___ Scatterbrained ___ Short Tempered ___ Suspicious ___ Sluggish
37. ___ Restless ___ Rash ___ Revengeful ___ Reluctant
38. ___ Changeable ___ Crafty ___ Critical         ___Compromising
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ADD____ ____ ____ ____
Test Instructions
There are 19 rows of temperament strengths and 19 rows of 
temperament weaknesses for a total of 38 rows. On each row check 
the one characteristic that best describes you. You may only check one 
characteristic per row. Do not spend a lot of time on each row. Usually 
your first answer is the most accurate.

Test Scoring
Add up the check marks in each column. The column with the highest 
total is your Primary Temperament Type (PT), etc. The first column is 
Sanguine, 2nd is Choleric, 3rd is Melancholy, 4th is Phelgmatic. 

Top half is strengths and bottom half is weaknesses of that PT. Notice if 
you primarily have strengths or weaknesses of the PT. 
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Appendix C  
Holy Spirit’s Gifts

These gifts are given to break the natural bondages 
that our flesh and the demonic put on us. 

(Excerpted from Minister! – Growth Journey Workbook 3)
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Introduction

1 Corinthians 12:7-10 Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit 
is given for the common good. To one there is given through the Spirit 
the message of [1] wisdom, to another the message of [2] knowledge 
by means of the same Spirit, to another [3] faith by the same Spirit, to 
another gifts of [4] healing by that one Spirit, to another [5] miraculous 
powers, to another [6] prophecy, to another [7] distinguishing between 
spirits, to another [8] speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still 

another the [9] interpretation of tongues.

These nine gifts are given by the Holy Spirit to 
whomever He wants whenever He wants. All of us 
can flow in any of these gifts at any time as given 
by the Holy Spirit. We must ask for these gifts. It’s
not something we permanently flow in like the 
motivational gifts. These nine gifts mirror the nine

fruits also given by the Holy Spirit – Galatians 5:22-23.

The nine gifts can be grouped into 3 categories of 3 gifts each:

Revelation Gifts – Revealing of information
Word of Wisdom, Knowledge, and Discerning of Spirits

Power Gifts – Impartation of Supernatural Power
Faith, Gifts of Healing, Working of Miracles

Vocal Gifts – Speaking the Mind of God
Prophecy, Tongues, Interpretation of Tongues

These gifts are dependent on us having a relationship with the Holy 
Spirit. They are not magic formulas that we can say a few words and 
mysteriously things happen. We hear what the Holy Spirit wants to do 
and then we execute it under His direction and power. They are given to 
break the natural bondages that our flesh and the demonic put on us. 
Through the power of the Holy Spirit we can all be used to free others!

Revelation Gifts
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Rom. 11:33-36, "Oh, the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and 
knowledge of God! How unsearchable are His judgments and 

unfathomable His ways!..."

Revelation gifts help us to understand the wisdom and knowledge of 
God.  God knows everything. But He doesn’t reveal to man everything. 
But He will give us a "word" or a part of what He knows through these 
gifts! It doesn’t say the "gift" of knowledge. Just a word of knowledge! 
Just what we need to know!

1 Cor. 13:9 For we know in part and we prophesy in part

These gifts are not natural knowledge or insight, but supernatural. This 
is different from a learned knowledge of the Bible. 

WORD OF KNOWLEDGE

This is supernatural revelation of certain facts in 
the mind of God or about a person or event. A 
word of knowledge can be received in a spoken 
word, dream or vision!

EXAMPLES:
Acts 9:10-19, "...Arise and go to the street called 

Straight, ...a man from Tarsus ...is praying..."

John 4:13-18, "...call your husband...you have had five husbands..."

Acts 5:3, "...Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie to the Holy 
Spirit..."

1 Cor. 2:11-16, "…the thoughts of God no one knows except the Spirit 
of God...but in those taught by the Spirit..."

WORD OF WISDOM

Wisdom is the correct application of knowledge. It is a supernatural plan 
applied to a specific situation. The word of knowledge and word of 
wisdom often go together with prophecy to give a complete "guidance" 
to a person. 
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For example, a word of knowledge to a person could go like this, “the 
Lord has revealed to me that you are having financial difficulties.” A 
word of wisdom would take this further and give a plan of God. The 
word of wisdom could be something like this, “The Lord says to change 
jobs to get financial release.”

DISCERNING OF SPIRITS

To judge or evaluate properly what “spirits” are working in a person or a 
situation. It is the ability to 'divide between' the human, demonic, and the 
Holy Spirit. 

This gift is described in 1 John 4:1, "...do not believe every spirit, but test 
the spirits..."

Why do we need this gift?

1. To discern false prophets, apostles, deceitful workers. 1 John 4:1, 2 
Cor. 11:12-15, "..For such men are false apostles, deceitful workers, 
disguising themselves as apostles of Christ..."

2. To discern false gifts. 2 Thess. 2:8-10, "...with all power and signs and 
false wonders...". Just because someone is doing miracles or 
prophesying does not mean they are from God.

3. Help in counseling. Sometimes we need to know if the problem is the 
flesh, demonic oppression, chemical/physical imbalances, etc? The gift 
of discernment is very important in discerning root problems! Sometimes 
we try to cast things out of people that are not demonic. They may 
simply need healing or something else.

God can give us this gift by 

SIGHT: They see evil spirits.
HEARING: God speaks the name of the spirit into their ears.
INTUITION: A knowing through prayer or feeling.

This gift is not to be used for just seeing evil but also the things of God. 
It is used to discern the potential in people and what God wants to do in 
their life. It is the discerning of spirits, not just discerning of evil spirits

Power Gifts
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FAITH

Divinely implanted confidence, assurance, trust and 
reliance in God and all that He says.

There are three kinds of faith in the N.T.

1. Faith for salvation. Eph. 2:8, "For by grace you have been saved 
through faith..."

2. Faith to believe God's word and apply it to our lives, circumstances 
and character. Normal part of becoming a mature believer. Gal. 5:22, 
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love...faithfulness..."

3. The Holy Spirit’s gift of faith. It is a special kind of faith that wells up 
inside of us as given by the Holy Spirit to do something beyond our 
natural ability - something supernatural. A one time thing to accomplish 
something special and unusual. 

The gift of faith wells up inside of you and allows you to believe or 
accomplish something that you would not normally be able to 
accomplish!!

Examples:
Heb. 11:32-35, "...shut the mouths of lions, quenched the power of 
fire...received back their dead by resurrection..." These were not being 
done by the normal kind of faith that we daily live by.

When the gift of faith comes on us, it is getting a little bit of the God kind 
of faith that He operates in all of the time. The gift of faith often works in 
conjunction with one of the other power gifts. It's the power to step out 
and proclaim that the God inside of you is going to do something 
supernatural. It usually precedes the gifts of healing or working of 
miracles.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS GIFT:

1. The gift of faith is evidenced by our speaking out what God is going to 
do. It says what is going to happen before it happens.
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2. With this gift comes an infusion of calm, power and confidence. You 
just know it is going to happen. This is different than the day to day type 
of faith we have to have where we wonder if God is going to move at all.

3. Total dependence on God. Total humility and brokeness. They realize 
that nothing will happen if God doesn't move.

GIFTS OF HEALING

This is the power of the Holy Spirit breaking through the sickness on this 
planet and supernaturally healing the person. 

This gift can occur in many forms:

Matt. 8:1-4 – Jesus stretched out His hand and 
touched the leper.

Matt. 8:5-13 - The centurion's servant was healed 
by Jesus giving the word and not actually going to Him.

Matt. 9:18-22 - The woman with a hemorrage for 12 years 
touched the hem of the garment of Jesus.

Mark 7:31 - 35 - Deaf and dumb man was healed by Jesus by 
putting His fingers in the man's ears and putting His own salvia 
on the man's tongue. He then looked toward heaven and said, 
"Be opened"!

Mark 9:1-7 - Blind man healed by Jesus making mud with His 
saliva, and putting the mud on the man's eyes. He then told him 
to go to the pool of Siloam and wash the mud off.

WORKING OF MIRACLES

The bringing of the miraculous into the natural world. It is much more 
than healing. It can override any kind of natural event including weather, 
job situations, relationships, disasters, etc. Working of miracles occurs 
wherever you need supernatural power to change the ordinary course of 
nature!

Summary of Action Gifts
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The following story is taken from the book, "Concerning Spiritual Gifts", 
by Kenneth E. Hagin, pg. 75.

Under Smith Wigglesworth's ministry three different people were raised 
from the dead. The first instance was while he was still working as a 
plumber. He had the Baptism of the Holy Ghost, but wasn't out in the 
active ministry as yet. When he came in from work one afternoon he 
learned a neighbor lady who had been sick had just died. He began to 
pray.

'I began to penetrate the heavens with my prayers with what faith I had,' 
Wigglesworth said. 'All the time my wife was shaking me saying, 'Stop 

praying; she is already dead. It is too late.' But I just kept praying. Soon I 
came to the end of my faith, and when I did I was conscious of a faith 
which took hold of me that could not be denied. While I was praying in 

my own faith it seemed as if God said, 'No,no.' But when this other faith 
came over me, I looked right up into heaven and said, 'Yes, yes.' The 

next thing I knew, without intending to do it, without realizing what I was 
doing, I got hold of that woman and pulled her out of the bed. I stood her 

up against the wall and commanded her to walk in Jesus' name, and 
she started breathing and started walking and was raised up.' "

Notice that the gift of Faith, Healing and Working of Miracles often work 
together. "This is one reason we don't see too many people raised from 
the dead. Some Christians may have one or more of these gifts in 
operation, but not too many have all of them. First of all, in the raising of 
the dead it takes supernatural faith to call the person's spirit back when 
it has left the body. It takes a working of miracles to raise the person and 
break the natural power of death. It takes the gift of healing because 
they still have the sickness they died with. If they are not healed they 
would immediately die again. Therefore, all three of the power gifts are 
in manifestation when someone is raised from the dead."

Vocal Gifts

PROPHECY

Prophecy is Spirit Inspired words to encourage, 
edify and console. 
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1 Cor. 14:3, "But one who prophesies speaks to men for edification and 
exhortation and consolation."

Edification means "building up". The Amplified Version says, "for their 
upbuilding and constructive Spiritual Progress." This word comes from 
the Greek word for literally "building a house". Prophecy is to bring 
words into your life to help you become a better "house" for the Lord.

Exhortation means "a calling near" and consolation means "comfort". 

TONGUES AND INTERPRETATION OF TONGUES

Tongues are speaking a word from God in a language the person does 
not naturally know. There is a private gift of tongues but this chapter is 
talking about the public use of tongues. Tongues In a public setting is 
like a prophecy, word of knowledge, or word of wisdom but it is given in 
tongues. The tongue must be accompanied by the gift of interpretation 
of tongues and is required for it to be a blessing to anyone. 

1 Cor. 14:27-28, "If anyone speaks in a tongue...let one interpret..."

Tongues are valid words from God and we want them. They are 
equivalent to a prophecy, work of knowledge, or wisdom but they are a 
two-step process. First, someone gives the word through tongues. 
Second someone has to interpret for everyone to understand the 
tongue. 

There is a personal word of tongues - implied in 1 Corinthians 14:18 by 
saying that the person should speak to himself and to God, if no 
interpretation. The private use of tongues is different than the gift of 
tongues described in this chapter.
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Appendix D  
Jesus’ Gifts

Apostles Build. Teachers Reveal. 
Pastors Care. Evangelists Share. Prophets Speak. 

All for Maturity.

(Excerpted from Minister! – Growth Journey Workbook 3)
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Introduction

Eph. 4:11-13 11It was he who gave some to be [1] apostles, some to 
be [2] prophets, some to be [3] evangelists, and some to be [4] 
pastors and [5] teachers, 12to prepare God’s people for works of 

service, so that the body of Christ may be built up 13until we all reach 
unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become 

mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ. 
14Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the 

waves, and blown here and there by every wind of teaching and by 
the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful scheming.

The last set of gifts was given by the Head of the Church Jesus to make 
His church grow strong! These gifts were the gift of apostle, prophet, 
evangelist, pastor, and teacher. These five gifts were given to work 
together to keep His church from staying infants (verse 14). The five 
gifts given by Jesus are often called the five fold or 5 offices.

It is Jesus’ Church

There are two analogies used to describe the church in the Bible – a 
human body and a building. When the church is described as a body 
then it says Jesus is the head. 

Eph. 1:22-23 22And God placed all things under his feet and appointed 
him to be head over everything for the church, 23which is his body, the 
fullness of him who fills everything in every way.

When the church is described as a building then Jesus is described as 
the cornerstone. 

...you are no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citizens with 
God’s people and members of God’s household, built on the 

foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus himself as 
the chief cornerstone. Eph. 2:19-20

Jesus uses the analogy of constructing a building 
to describe how the church is to be built. A 
building needs to be straight and square in order 
to not fall over and to last during the onslaught of 
bad weather. In past times, a perfectly straight 
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and square stone was used to be the guide that all of the subsequent 
walls were aligned to. This was called the cornerstone. Jesus tells us 
in this passage that He alone is to be that cornerstone. Jesus is the 
unequivocal leader of the Church.

Church’s Government

But Jesus does not govern His church as a one man ruler. He is the 
head but He picks people to fill the 5 offices (gifts) to help Him start 
and mature the church. The 5 offices help believers become mature 
leaders. After that elders and deacons are appointed from the mature 
leaders. The elders and deacons govern the church. Some of the 
elders will also include the people in the 5 offices. 

We see in Acts 13:1-3 how the Holy Spirit (intermediary for Jesus) 
chose Saul (Paul the Apostle) and Barnabas for the work of starting 
new churches. 

1In the church at Antioch there were prophets and teachers: 
Barnabas, Simeon called Niger, Lucius of Cyrene, Manaen (who had 
been brought up with Herod the tetrarch) and Saul. 2While they were 

worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, “Set apart for me 
Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.” 3So 
after they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands on them 

and sent them off.

We then see later after Paul had started churches he apointed elders 
to run the church. This became the model for his whole ministry. 
Elders were positions that governed the church.

Acts 14:23 Paul and Barnabas appointed elders 
for them in each church and, with prayer and 

fasting, committed them to the Lord, in whom they 
had put their trust.

We see deacons being appointed by the original 
12 in the first church at Jerusalem to help in the 
service jobs of the church.

Acts 6:2-4  2So the Twelve gathered all the disciples together and 
said, “It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry of the word of 

God in order to wait on tables. 3Brothers, choose seven men from 
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among you who are known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will 
turn this responsibility over to them 4and will give our attention to 

prayer and the ministry of the word.”

Qualification of elders and deacons are found in 1 Timothy 3. While 
the 5 offices are picked by Jesus, everyone can aspire to be an elder 
or deacon (1 Timothy 3:1). The requirements emphasis maturity and a 
strong character.

Order Within the 5 Gifts

In past times of building, after the cornerstone 
was placed exactly where it needed to go, the 
next thing to do was to pour the foundation 
around the stone. It was critical that the 
foundation be aligned in all directions with the 
cornerstone. If it was not the walls built on top of 
the foundation would not be square and would 

eventually cause problems for the inhabitants.  

Jesus gave instructions that it was to be apostles and prophets that 
were to be placed into the church after Him. They were to be the 
foundation poured around Him. They were to be the primary gifts used 
for a strong foundation of maturity.

Eph. 2:20 built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with 
Christ Jesus himself as the chief cornerstone.

1 Cor. 12:27-28b Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of 
you is a part of it. And in the church God has appointed first of all 

apostles, second prophets.

After Jesus Christ is placed as the cornerstone, then the apostles and 
prophets become the foundation that the other 3 gifts – teacher, 
pastor, and evangelist are placed on. 

Responsibility of 5 Gifts

The purpose of the 5 offices according to Ephesians 4:12-13 is to 
teach and impart into believers the following 5 goals. 
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1. Training in the Bible and Ministry (Train)
2. Encouragement in Life’s Walk (Encourage)
3. How to walk in Unity (Unity)
4. Grow in their Knowledge of Jesus (Revelation)
5. How to become Mature (Maturity)

Each of the 5 gifts is the ‘lead’ for one of the 5 goals. 

The purpose of the 5 gifts is 5 goals! 

Each of the 5 gifts is to lead in one of the 5 goals!

Here is the list again with the gift/office that is to take the lead in that 
area. The key is the word lead. Every office will help in all areas. But 
the offices are to work together as a team deferring to one another in 
the area of anointing that Jesus as the head has given them.

1. Train – Teacher
2. Encourage – Pastor
3. Unity – Evangelist
4. Revelation – Prophet
5. Maturity – Apostle

Apostle – Lead in Maturity 

“General Contractor of the Building”

“Blueprint - Helps determine where the stones are 
to be placed – providing a rough shape of the 
building.”

Greek Definition: "messenger, He that is sent"

This is the first office manifested in the Church. The twelve original 
disciples were ordained as apostles by Jesus. That's why you see 
Apostles everywhere in the New Testament. They were the ones trained 
by Jesus. It took several years for the other gifts to manifest because 
the believers had to be trained and raised up!
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Apostles are the ones that start new works. That is why they are called 
sent ones. The one that sends them is the Holy Spirit. They are 
responsible for implementing the vision given by Jesus. They are good 
at building and developing structure in the church in order that everyone 
can mature. They create a structure that allows the other offices and  
gifts to flow and bless the people . They are also responsible for seeing 
that other leaders are raised up to form a strong team to continue to 
lead the church. 

Prophet – Lead in Revelation  

“Building Inspector”

“Plumb line - Measures the straightness and 
uprightness of the stones vertical placement.”

Greek Definition: "Forth telling of the truth"

Prophets are like the watchmen in the Old 
Testament. They help the body to see what is 

coming in the Spirit. They greatly affect the spiritual climate of the 
church. God uses them to see spiritual destiny in people and raising up 
leaders to fulfill that destiny. They are used greatly by Jesus to reveal 
His presence and majesty.

Evangelist – Lead in Unity

“Host”

“Trowel - Spreads message of love between all 
stones cementing them together.”

Greek Definition: "Preacher of the Good News"

Unity? Yes! Evangelists are very conscious of 
people that should be connected to the body of Jesus and are not. 
Evangelism is bringing people into the body of Christ that was not there 
before. They have a burden for completing or unifying the body into one. 
Their main purpose is to bring unity between unbelievers and God by 
introducing them into the Kingdom of God. Evangelists also train the 
believers how to minister to unbelievers. 
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Pastor – Lead in Encourage

“Building Caretaker” 

“Level - Ensures stones are horizontally level with each other and 
rightly related.”

Greek Definition: "a herdsman, sheepherder" - literally, "shepherd"

There is only one place in the New Testament (Ephesians 4:11) where 
the word pastor is used. But the verses about shepherds apply to the 
pastor because they use the same Greek word. They are the first line of 
protection, care, and nourishment of the believers in the church. Pastors 
are the primary encouragers of the body ministering compassion and 
mercy.

Teacher – Lead in Train

“Building Tour Guide”

“Chisel - Perfects the details of each stone.”

Greek Definition: “Instructor”

The teacher makes clear the Word of God with 
accuracy and simplicity – even on deep subjects. They are the 
primary trainers on the Bible, who God is, and how to do ministry. 
They also have the ability to apply the word of God to a person’s 
situation in order to give them steps to victory.

Teamwork

It takes all 5 offices to take care of the sheep and bring them to maturity. 
There is no one-man show in the New Testament church. Christians will 
not be balanced unless all five gifts are present. Where a gift is missing 
then the Christian will be unbalanced in that area.

Apostolic Church
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What is meant by the term “Apostolic Church”? An apostolic church has 
Jesus as the head and working through the 5 offices led by an apostle. 
This means that the senior leader is not a pastor, teacher, or evangelist 
but an apostle. An apostolic church is different. It is constantly moving.  
It’s goal is changing people, families, communities, and nations into the 
likeness of Jesus. 

“Apostolic ministry lays the foundation of Christ’s Lordship and the 
vision and values of His kingdom. We all then build upon that 

foundation.” Rice Broocks “Every Nation in our Generation”, pg. 192.
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Appendix E  
Symbols Often Seen in 

Bible and Prophetic
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Introduction

A basic list of some of these symbol meanings as found in the Bible. 
Please note that the meaning could be something different. This is a 
starting point as you work through your dream or vision with the Holy 
Spirit and an experienced person.

Numbers

1—Unity
2—Agreement, Division
3—Trinity / Deity, Resurrection
4—Earth, Creation, Winds
5—Grace, Redemption, 5-Fold Ministry
6—Man, Satan, Manifestation of Sin
7—Divine, Perfection, Completeness
8—New Beginnings, New Birth or Creation
9—Holy Spirit, Fruits of the Spirit
10-Judgment, Trials, Number of Law & Order
11-Number of Lawlessness & Disorder
12-Divine Government, Apostolic Fulness
13–Double Blessing and/or Double Cursing, Rebellion, Depravity
14—Passover, Deliverance, Salvation, Rest
30—Consecration especially for Ministry
40—Probation, End of Testing resulting in Victory or Defeat
50—Pentecost, Liberty, Jubilee, Freedom
70—Representative of a Multitude prior to Increase
120—Beginning of Life in the Spirit
300—Faithful Remnant

Colors

Colors have double meanings—positive and negative meanings. In 
addition, they often mean several different things. We have to discern 
by the context of the symbol and by the Spirit which meaning applies.

All Colors—Jubilee, Celebration
Black—Death, Sin, Famine
Blue—Prophetic, Holy Spirit and Anointing, Heavenlies. Negative: 
Without hope, sadness, depression
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Bronze—Judgment upon Sin
Brown—Man, Earth
Gold—Glory, Presence of God
Green—Life, Eternity, New Growth, Money. Negative: Sickness, 
Jealousy, Envy
Orange—Intercession, Harvest
Purple—Royalty, Authority. Negative: Rage, Frustration, Anger
Red—Blood of Forgiveness, Fire of God, Passion, Spiritual Warfare. 
Negative: Anger
Silver—Redemption unto Salvation
White—Purity, Innocence, Honor, Absolute. Negative: Fear
Yellow—Joy, Sunshine/Sonshine. Negative: Cowardice

Animals

Birds (Unclean)—Evil Spirits
Cankerworm—Destructive Powers
Dove—Holy Spirit, Peace
Eagle—Freedom, Keen Perception usually from a Revelation Gift, 
Swiftness
Fish—Souls of Men
Fox—Cunning and Evil Men
Frog—Symbol of Demons
Lamb—Peace, Lamb of God (Jesus), Purity, Innocence
Lion—Lion of Judah (Jesus), Roaring indicating anger or display of 
strength or impeding judgment
Locusts—Destructive Enemies and Evil Spirits
Serpent— Subtlety, Deception, Applied to Satan
Sow (Swine, Pig)—Religious Unbelievers, Hypocrisy
Spider—Activities and Shrewdness of the Wicked, Jezebel Spirit
Wolf—Wicked and False Teachers who destroy God’s Flock
Worm—Instrument of Judgment

Human Body Parts

Belly/Bosom—Seat of Emotions, Love
Breast—Love, Nourishment, Refreshment
Breath—Impartation of Life
Ears—Channel to Receive Faith
Eye(s)—Sight, Vision, Prophetic
Feet—Humility, Walk
Gallbladder—Bitterness
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Hand (Left)—Judgment
Hand (Right)—Blessing
Kidney—Desire, Emotions
Legs—Strength
Naked—Stripped, Undone, Exposed
Right Arm—Strength, Authority Possessed, Executing a Judgment

Man Made Objects

Bell—Office of High Priest, Life Sustaining
Bread—Jesus Our Life
Chain—Bondage, Darkness, Satan Bound
Chalice—Fresh Anointing, Our Portion
Crown—Royalty, Crowns obtained at Judgment
Drums—Heart Beat of God, His Ways
Furnace—Trial, Testing
Gate—Entrance, Power, Authority
Gold Ring—Unity, Singleness of Purpose, Marriage
Harp—Psalmist as well as Minstrel
House—The Lord’s Church
Instruments—Minstrel, Playing of Music, Praise
Key—Power to Bind or Loose, Lock or Unlock, Authority
Lamp—Word of God shown the Holy Spirit
Net—Catcher (Especially of Men’s Souls)
Scepter—Authority being extended, Authority of One in Command
Shield—Faith as Well as Protection
Sword—Word of God used by the Holy Spirit, Warfare
Transportation/Wheel—Ministries
Trumpets—Office of the Prophet, The Prophetic Voice, Message from 
God, Announce the Coming of His Majesty

Other Objects 

Circle—Endless, Timeless, Eternal
Clay—Frailty of Human Flesh
Diamond—Hardness, Brilliance
Fruit—Increase or Multiplication
Grapes—Believers
Hail—Divine Judgment
Light—Jesus Christ
Night—Spiritual Darkness or Tribulation
Rain—Revival, Refreshing of the Holy Spirit and Word
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Rainbow—Promise or Covenant of God
Salt—Covenant
Smoke—Presence of God in Blessing or Judgment
Waves/Sea—Masses of Humanity
Wind—Spiritual Powers Good or Evil

Directions

Crooked—Twisted, Distorted Spiritually
Straight—Spiritual Progression
Down—Spiritual Decline, Falling Away, or Humility and Prostration
Up—Spiritual Ascension or Pride
East—Place of God’s Glory, Sun-Rising
North—Place of God’s Throne, Judgments
South—Place of Refreshment
West—Sunset, Setting Down

Actions

Awakening—Watchfulness, Alertness
Bathing—Cleansing, Washing, Purifying
Bowing/Kneeling—Humility, Worship
Circumcising—Cutting away of the Flesh (Spiritual/Soulish)
Clapping/Dance—Joy, Exuberance
Sitting—Finished Work, Ceasing from Labor
Sleeping—Rest, Physical Death, Spiritual Indifference
Standing—Uprightness, Standing One’s Ground
Sweating—Human Effort, Works, 
Walking—Forward Movement, Progress
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Appendix F  
Difference Between

Gift of Prophecy & 
a Prophet?

One is a Gift and the Other is an Office
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Introduction

What’s the difference between the gift of prophecy and a prophet? 
Let’s start out by reviewing two verses that talk about these two 
words:

Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the 
common good. To one there is given through the Spirit the message 
of wisdom, to another the message of knowledge by means of the 
same Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of 

healing by that one Spirit, to another miraculous powers, to another 
prophecy, to another distinguishing between spirits, to another 
speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still another the 

interpretation of tongues. 1 Corinthians 12:7-10

It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some 
to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare 
God’s people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be 

built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the 
Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of 

the fullness of Christ Ephesians 4:11-13

These two words have the same word prefix - prope - which causes 
some confusion. Are they the same thing but slightly different? They 
are actually 2 different things powered by one spirit - the Holy Spirit. 

PROPHECY PROPHET
Gift - Prophecy is a gift given by 
the Holy Spirit.

Office - Prophet is a 
governmental position that 
helps govern the church. 

Everyone - Anyone can prophesy. 
Given to all believers just like the 
Fruits of the Holy Spirit are for 
everyone.

Chosen - Only those chosen 
by Jesus are prophets. 

Do - Prophecy is something you 
do to others. 

Are - A prophet does do things 
but it goes much deeper. It is 
something they are. They 
carry an authority to help 
govern Jesus’ church. It is in 
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their personality, thought 
process, outlook etc. to think 
and act like a governing office 
holder.

Encouragement - It is for 
encouraging and building up 
others (1 Corinthians 14:3).

Equip - The prophet office is 
for equipping the saints to do 
the work they are called to do 
(Ephesians 4:12) including 
helping them to maturity. This 
is a much more involved work.

Ask - How do you get this gift? 
Ask for it (1 Corinthians 14:1, 39)

Given - This position is given 
by the head of the church 
Jesus. We may ask for this 
position but there are no 
guarantees he will choose us 
for the position.

Difference Between Old and New 
Covenant Prophets

Unfortunately, there are many believers who are prophesying as if 
they are still under the Old Testament system.

"You have heard that it was said, 'You shall love your neighbor and 
hate your enemy.' But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those 
who curse you, do good to those who hate you, and pray for those 
who spitefully use you and persecute you, that you may be sons of 
your Father who is in heaven. For He makes His sun rise on the evil 
and on the good and sends rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matt. 

5:43-45, MEV).

OT Prophets - Before the Cross

Have you ever noticed that God is the One who said, "Love your 
neighbor and hate your enemy"? That's right! Under the Old 
Covenant, it was God who sent the children of Israel into the promised 
land and commanded Joshua to kill everybody in the land ... it was the 
genocide of Gentiles.

In the Old Covenant, your love for God was measured by your hatred 
for those who hated God. Even some of the familiar stories we tell in 
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Sunday school, at their core, reflect this hatred toward the enemies of 
God. Why did David kill Goliath? It was because the Philistines were 
enemies of God. It reads like a good story until you consider what 
David was doing—killing people who didn't love God.

Goliath and the Philistines were the bad guys because they didn't love 
God. In fact, Israel's first king, Saul, was removed from his kingship 
because he extended mercy to a king who was condemned to death. 
Sometimes we try to skip over these realities, but it is very important 
for us to deal with them in a healthy way to make a proper comparison 
of Old and New Covenant realities.

Warning of Judgment - Even Called Down Judgment 

Sin was a poison that had to be avoided because the blood of the 
lamb was not strong enough to purify 

NT Prophets - After the Cross

Everything changed at the Cross.

The way we understand the New Covenant will determine our concept 
of New Testament prophecy. The Old Covenant taught, "love your 
neighbor, hate your enemy." On the other hand, the New Testament 
mandate is to love everybody, even the people who don't love us and 
who don't love God.

Remember, the prophetic communicates the love of God to people. If 
we are prophesying out of an Old Covenant perspective, we are going 
to release words of condemnation and judgment. Old Covenant 
prophets judged cities and nations. This was the prophetic mandate 
under the previous system.

The moral of the Old Testament was that we couldn't be good enough 
to get into heaven. We need a Savior. This is why everything we see 
under the Old Covenant is often so severe. The severity of the law 
confronts us with the severity of sin, and again, how desperately 
humankind needed a Savior. Sin is so severe that it deserves 
judgment; hence the reason why the prophetic voices under the Old 
Testament often released words of judgment. Time after time, the 
people of God were reminded through the prophets of God that they 
were in dire need of a Savior.
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That was the Old Covenant, but now we have a Savior, and 
everything has shifted. Jesus came and fulfilled the words of the Law 
and the prophets. 

“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I 
have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them. Matthew 5:17

Here is where we see the contrast between the two Testaments and 
how they give us different definitions of the prophetic. The goal of 
New Testament prophecy is that we would find treasure in the dirt of 
people's lives. Jesus bore our sins. He carried our shame. He was 
condemned so we would never have to be. Things have changed 
now; and as a result, how we approach prophetic ministry is very 
different under the New Covenant.

We now have the ministry of Reconciliation.

“See, I will send you the prophet Elijah before that great and dreadful 
day of the Lord comes. 6 He will turn the hearts of the fathers to their 
children, and the hearts of the children to their fathers; or else I will 

come and strike the land with a curse.” (Malachi 4:5-6 NIV1984)

Elijah before called down fire on 450 prophets of Baal. In the New 
Testament, we would now try to reconcile the 450 prophets of Baal.

Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has 
gone, the new has come! All this is from God, who reconciled us to 

himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that 
God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting men’s 

sins against them. And he has committed to us the message of 
reconciliation. We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God 

were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ’s 
behalf:Be reconciled to God. God made him who had no sin to be sin 
for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. 2 

Corinthians 5:17-21

Another big difference between the 2 testaments is that the Prophet 
was the highest authority gift in the Old Testament. But in the New 
Testament the Apostle is the highest authority gift.
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Appendix G  
Labs
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For all of the labs, you might get a single word, a picture, or a whole 
sentence. Share whatever you get. Don’t try to make sense of it or put 
it into context for the person. Just share it. It might not mean 
something to you but remember the word is for them.

Lab 1

Think of a person you want to encourage. Write down facts about 
them such as where they live, hobbies, what they look like, things you 
appreciate about them, job, etc.

Pause and pray for them asking God how you can encourage them. 
The facts above can be ‘triggers’ to get you thinking about them. Write 
down what you get. If you do not get anything real specific, write down 
a blessing of encouragement for them. Deliver the encouragement or 
word this next week.

Lab 2

Pick out one person in the group. Let everyone else pray and see if 
they get anything for the specific person. 

The first step is to pray for words of prophecy for the person. If no 
words come then ask the person for 1 thing they desire. Then 
everyone pray with that desire in mind.

Pick another person and repeat as time allows.

Lab 3

Get in small groups - 3-4 people.

The first step is to pray for words of prophecy for anyone in the group. 
If no words come then ask one person for 1 thing they desire. Then 
everyone pray with that desire in mind.

Pick another person and repeat as time allows.
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Lab 4

Break up into pairs. We are going to take turns praying for each other. 
Spend about 1 minute before you pray for each other asking the Lord 
what He wants to tell them. During this time you might get a single 
word, a picture, or a whole sentence. 

Then take turns sharing what you got from the Lord for them. If you 
don’t get anything for them this is not a problem. After the minute is up 
just tell them that you didn’t get anything specific, but you want to pray 
a prayer of blessing over them. Then proceed to pray a blessing over 
the person. Many times during the prayer of blessing the Lord will give 
you a word or picture for them that you can then share.

Lab 5

Get in groups of 3-4. Have someone share a dream or vision or word 
that need further revelation on. Pray for a few minutes then share 
what you got.

Lab 6

Have everyone get in 2 lines facing each other. It will form a ‘tunnel’ of 
people. Then have someone at the beginning walk through the line 
one at a time. Have people pray 1 word or give a 1 word prophecy 
over the person as they walk through the ‘tunnel’. When the person 
gets to the end they form a part of the tunnel at the end. Repeat till 
everyone has been ministered over.
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